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ABSTRACT

*Border Markers* is a novel-in-flashes composed of thirty-three, inter-connected flash fiction stories set in Canada’s only border city, Lloydminster. The flashes in this novel are complete stories, with a beginning, a middle and an end, each composed of under 1,000 words. Some of the themes explored in this novel-in-flashes include how communities create insiders and outsiders, and the different ways individuals and communities deal with guilt.
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Mike was running late, cruising along on empty, attempting to minimize the visual impact of his bald patch in the rearview mirror by tilting his head in increments as he drove home. On the passenger seat sat a sad looking bouquet of grocery store check-out flowers, heavy on the little white ones. The red price sticker caught Mike’s eye and he thought about taking it off the cellophane, then—it might be best if she saw that he’d spent a few dollars thinking about her today.

The gas station was coming up on the left and if he didn’t turn in, he’d wind up late for work tomorrow. He’d be late for the morning meeting, would miss those few minutes before the meeting when everyone was busy and he could flirt with the new secretary, a redhead transferred from out east, or when he could take a shit in the bathroom on the second floor before the employees working on the second floor showed up for work themselves and wanted to spend twenty minutes in the bathroom taking a shit or fixing make-up so the bags under tired eyes didn’t show when the boss was taking stock of the floor, stopping in to “say hello” to the worker bees. Mike turned into the gas station, reached out to keep his coffee mug from falling out of the too-small cup holder, like he did every time he turned left.

There was a spot open, so Mike went for it, driving a bit too fast around the corner. He’d have to back in, but it would get him home quicker, to work on time in the a.m. There was a truck, the driver was going for the spot, wanted to take it from Mike.

“Not going to happen, buddy. Not going to happen. Wait your own turn, arsehole,” Mike said as he whipped around the second corner.
The truck stopped when Mike came around the corner. He gave into Mike, backed off. Mike went to hit the brake, but during that last left turn, he’d forgotten to hold a hand out to steady the coffee mug and it came up out of the too-small holder and fell onto the floor, rolling under the brake. His truck jumped the curb and hit the pump. A hiss escaped from the pump. The woman at the pump in front of Mike heard the hiss, dropped her gas cap and ran for the road, her arms up in the air.

Mike felt around the passenger seat for his cell phone, mangling the flowers when they got in his way. He hit the speed-dial.

“Yeah, I’ve got a problem. At the Esso.” Mike took a breath, his hand shaking as he reached for a cigarette. The people around him still standing at their pumps, admiring the truck and damage from a distance, began yelling.

“Yes. An accident,” Mike replied, flicking at his lighter.

Frank got to the gas station before the police and the fire truck, so he’d been around, or speeding. His tanned forearm hung out of the window of his tow-truck. “This is the second gas station in a matter of 20 miles you’ve got reason to avoid. Ain’t it?”

“Shouldn’t you be at my wife’s party?”

“Shouldn’t you be at your wife’s party?”

“I don’t want to go anymore. With the truck and all.”

“Barb’ll be disappointed.”

“Not the first time,” Mike said.

“You better hope the coppers take you in. She might be forgiving that way.”
Mike waited on a strip of grass between the gas station and the sidewalk. There were a few bystanders. Someone had a camera. Flashing lights. Mike prayed they took him in for the night. Would be best.
Barb had burgers and dogs on the barbeque though the propane was off now. A few limp streamers hung off the railings of the deck. The guests had gone, everyone but Patricia who was in the basement trying to work a wine stain out of her blouse. Barb was pouring the opened bottles over the banister onto her lilacs.

Frank rang, said something about an accident, an arrest. For a minute, Barb thought Frank was someone else and that he was calling about Poppy. Barb wasn’t sure why. She’d known Frank longer than she’d known her husband, had never confused Frank for another before. Besides, if some government official were calling about Poppy, he’d speak with a Spanish accent. At least last she’d heard, a postcard postmarked Peru: “Don’t bother to write, we won’t be in this village long enough for a letter to catch up. The post is caught in mudslides most days on account of the rain in any case.” Barb was fairly sure that the authorities wouldn’t bother calling if Poppy were in trouble, they’d just lock her up and throw away the key.

Barb’s husband was in jail. Motor vehicle violation. Endangering public safety. Smoking within ten meters of a petrol station.

And on the night of his birthday party. A party she’d been planning for months. If Poppy were here, Barb thought, she’d say something about “not wasting good food,” but since she wasn’t, there was a barbeque full of meat and a used-to-be-white patio table with hors d’oeuvres from the Safeway and bottles of Mike’s favorite beer and no guests left to eat and drink and help Mike blow out the candles of his cake. An ice cream cake melting into a congealed puddle on the deck that would stain the wood pink.
If Chuck were around… There was no thinking of that. If Barb fell too deeply into that one, she would end up kneeling under her lilacs trying to suck the wine off the leaves.

Patricia called from the door leading from the kitchen out onto the deck, “Where do you keep the Javex?”

“I’m coming. I’m coming,” Barb said. “Can’t you do anything?”

“Don’t get mad at me because your husband is a fuck up.”

“He’s... I’m not… We don’t call it ‘Javex’ here. It’s bleach.”

Putting an arm over her sister’s shoulder, Patricia asked, “You heard from Chuck recently?”

Barb inhaled quickly to keep the tears from coming down. “Last time he talked to Poppy he told her if any of us try to visit he won’t see us. It’ll be a waste of gas, that’s what she said he said!” Then the tears slipped out when Barb wasn’t looking. “Both my son and husband! I tell you, it’s that neither of them—what am I saying—none of them want to be here.”

Patricia pushed her hands into her pockets. “The Javex, Barb?”

“Right, right,” she said, wiping the tears with the sleeve of her shirt. “The bleach. What was I thinking?”
What Remains

Sergeant W. Leroy drove up to the Esso with his lights flashing, but the siren off. He surveyed the scene, ensured that nothing was about to explode by catching the eyes of the firefighters standing next to their truck and sharing a nod. Only after he had adjusted his cap, Leroy made his way over to the truck parked too close to the pump, ready to figure out what the heck had gone on here.

“You want what?” Leroy asked slowly, a second time, standing adjacent to the scene of the accident since the fire people had cleared it.

“I want you to arrest me. Please.” Mike leaned against the damaged pump.

“It doesn’t normally go like this,” Leroy noted, turning to Frank as if for assistance.

“I can’t go home.”

“He can’t go home,” Frank added. Both men were smoking cigarettes.

“We ain’t got very nice sleeping quarters, Mr. Lansing. Won’t be too comfortable.”

“Please.”

“I don’t want to formally arrest you. Too much paperwork. But I guess…”

Okay.”

“Thank you,” Mike said, most sincerely. He offered Leroy a cigarette.

At the cop shop, Leroy brought a pot of coffee and two mugs to his desk. “No cream, sorry,” he said. “Sugar’s in the kitchen, but I like it black.”
“Black’s just fine.” Mike pointed to a framed photo of a smiling, brown-haired woman. She was holding a bouquet of wildflowers, no little white ones in sight. “Your wife?”

“Late wife.”

“I’m sorry—”

“Not you that should be sorry. It happened a while ago.”

After a short pause, Mike couldn’t help himself from prying, “Were you born here, Sergeant?”

“We moved here to raise the kids. Never did end up having them, the cancer and all.”

Mike poured himself a cup of coffee, burnt his lip trying to drink it too quickly. He always did things too quickly, didn’t wait in anticipation for the thing to come to him. “Ever think about leaving?”

“All the time.”

“Me too. Never have though. All these long years.”

Mike watched the Sergeant’s face. He wasn’t an old man, not yet. But he had lines deep in his forehead.

“Funny how we never met before, the both of us living here.”

Mike took another gulp of coffee, could feel the liquid burn his lip again, a little less sharp now. “You know one of mine. Arrested him a few years back.”

“Charles Lansing?”

“We tried hard with that one, Barb and me. My wife. Never seemed to get through to him.”
“Sometimes, Mike, if I’m honest, I’m relieved we never had kids.”

The two men shared a laugh in the empty room.

“You should go somewhere,” Mike said. “Get away.”

They were quiet, pretending to be involved in drinking the still too hot coffee.

“Can’t,” Leroy said. “Her bones are here.”
The Edmonton Public Library discarded their too worn for regular service books on the steps of the federal prison once a year in May, a form of routine spring clean up. That’s what they did with the ones without covers, the ones missing a chapter or two, the ones covered in layers of multi-coloured highlighter that had leaked through the pages. They also donated books nobody bothered to take out. *Grooming Tips For Dog-Owners* and *Olympic Water Polo, Techniques From the Masters* had found their way onto the prison book cart, care of Edmonton taxpayer dollars and some librarian culling their collection with a sense of humour.

“What are you looking for?” Rikki asked from the comfort of his bunk. His voice was consistently strained as if there was something wrong with his voice box.

“Just take the one with the babe on the cover and let the cart move down the line,” the guard pushing the cart said, his tone curt. It was Sunday. Most libraries were closed on Sundays.

Chuck answered both men patiently, “I’m looking for something worth reading. Something with a little intelligence, Orson?”

“Lansing, you’re a snob,” Orson said. He selected a book and handed it through the bars with a click of his tongue like he was chastising a child or a horse that would not jump. “Take it, or leave it.”

“*Critical Theory Since Plato*?”

“You complaining?”

“Nah, I’ll take it,” Chuck said. “Get myself smart while I’m locked up.”
“You think you’re getting out?” Orson asked. He got behind the cart and began to push it down the hall toward the next cell, not waiting for a reply.

“Thirty-six days after my forty-third birthday, I will be. Maybe earlier if—”

“Kid killers don’t stay out long. That’s if they get out at all.”

“Thanks for the encouragement.”

“Don’t thank me. Read your book, asshole.”

Yep, Chuck thought when he flipped the book open to the title page: Donated Care of the Edmonton Public Library Systems of Greater Edmonton. Their motto: Learning Through Reading. The spine hadn’t been broken yet.

“You actually gonna read that?” Rikki asked. He sat up on his bunk, swung his feet over the edge.

Chuck opened the book somewhere near the middle and creased the spine. Then he tossed it onto his bed. “What’s the point, eh, Rick?”

“We could play some cards? I got my hand on that Marilyn Monroe deck you’ve been hearing so much about.”

“I’ll play anything but Crazy Eights.”

“It’s the only one I know,” Rikki said, shuffling the deck with precision.

“Besides poker and you’ve got nothing left to lose.”

Chuck walked to the bars to look down the hall at Orson and the book cart moving on down the line. It would be a week before he saw those books again. Sunday. There wouldn’t be anything different about next time either. Just another Sunday.
The Dead

Poppy, sunglasses sitting high on her nose, walked along the stone-lined path in the colourful graveyard with a scarf that she had let Juan-Aarón buy for her tied up in her hair. The graveyard was nothing like what she knew from back home. No sunburnt grass, no bunches of dead flowers piled next to a drab, grey stone. No creepy plastic angels holding battery powered candles between their praying hands so that the dead would never be in the dark. This impromptu tourist excursion, a sidetrack from their planned walk into the countryside, was nothing like what she knew, placing cheap carnations on a grave still fresh enough not to have a stone to mark a name and a series of dates. Instead compact mausoleums painted in turquoise, yellow and salmon covered the hill. Each one had a little laneway, leading up to a braided metal gate with an old-fashioned keyhole, the kind an antique key with a long neck would open.

“Do you like it?” Juan-Aarón asked. “Is it not the nicest final resting place? Families housed together for eternity.”

“Better than most I’ve seen.”

“Do you believe in ghosts?” He took Poppy’s hand.

“Yes.”

He smiled. One side of his mouth rose higher than the other due to a hardly noticeable scar running through the upper right side of his lip. “So do I. My, ah, mother she is with me always,” he said, placing his free hand on his heart dramatically.

“Perpetually.”
They stopped in front of a mausoleum with a tarnished gate and the family name inscribed in the stone archway. The gate was locked. Inside Poppy could see porcelain vases on top of flat stones on the floor.

“I saw my grandfather the night he died,” Poppy said as the sun slid behind one of the early afternoon clouds beginning to form. The rain was coming. “He came to visit me. I was just a kid, sleeping on the couch in my basement on a school night, the television playing late night infomercials for some kitchen appliances that you only needed one hand to operate. I remember him looking at me, looking at him. I think my dad bought a jar-opener from the TV after I told him that.”

Juan-Aarón raised his eyebrows as he nodded. “Yes. Yes, I have heard of such things. I very much wish my mother would come to me.”

“No you don’t,” she said. “The other one, a high-school-aged boy my brother killed, he follows me, creeping after me. It’s not nice.”

Juan-Aarón laughed. “You are kidding me, Poppy! No?” He dragged the “o” out unnaturally.

“I’m kidding, yes,” she said and dropped his hand to move closer to the mausoleum. Poppy lifted her sunglasses. Inside in the shadows next to the patriarch’s gravestone, she could see his wispy, dull blonde hair, covering what she knew were slightly puppy-like ears; she could smell familiar aftershave mixed with the dust in the air.

She waved with a slight movement of her fingertips and wondered if he spent time stalking Chuck too.
Juan-Aarón put a hand on Poppy’s shoulder and was happy when she didn’t brush his hand away. He smiled in the graveyard, feeling a touch of Catholic guilt.
A Bad Seed

Chuck was three years too old for the twelfth grade but he had been taking his time. Step by step. Slowly but surely. At his own pace, as his mother liked to say to family and to the grocery store check out clerk as she bagged cans of tomato soup and carrots with the tops still on. So when people asked him, he repeated his mother’s phrases. Now Chuck was in his sister Poppy’s class and things were going good. He had a part-time job that kept him in the money, he was back living with his parents, that meant he was out from under his cousin’s thumb, and he figured he would be graduating in the spring. Chuck would wear a smart suit, a flower, sprayed with hairspray to keep it from wilting, tucked in a buttonhole during the graduation Mass.

And Chuck had friends. They were mostly Poppy’s friends, but they didn’t mind him, would sometimes hang out with him even if Poppy were busy doing homework or working at the pizza place down the road. Friends like Bill.

Bill was short for his age, but he swore he’d grow a foot or two once he left town. Bill had wispy blonde hair and faintly puppy-like features, ears and feet a bit too big for his frame, but he was considered attractive. He was always dating someone and lately that someone had been Poppy. Spinning tales of the towns he would live in and the park benches he would sleep on all through his South American sojourn, Bill was always talking about graduation and that made Chuck want it even more.

Not everyone was happy with Chuck maybe graduating in the spring. “It’s bad for business,” his boss had said on more than one occasion. “We got to keep someone in the Catholic school.”
Someone to sell the kids pot from his locker before Christian Ethics class, someone who wasn’t clutching the rosary too tightly, specifically someone who didn’t have to sit in a car in the last row of the student parking lot, the engine running, so he didn’t freeze to death in the prairie’s winter months. For the last year, that someone had been Chuck. With him maybe graduating, Chuck’s boss would have to look for someone else. Someone on the same slow path to success. Like Jimmy Carlson’s brother. There wasn’t a point in worrying about the future when Chuck was doing a fine job now and maybe he wouldn’t be receiving a diploma in June. Maybe he would only be buying his sister roses and sitting in the audience watching the procession. There was plenty of time to mess things up real fine.

So that was what Chuck did. The way a stroke victim learned how to walk again, he thought. Each shaky step was leading him towards a goal. One step at a time. Right to where he was at that moment, convicted of killing a friend. That was Chuck’s story as Chuck saw it.

He turned over in his bed. Was it Sunday yet?
The Anniversary

Erin pushed her cart up and down aisle six and for the life of her she couldn’t remember what she was supposed to buy. It was quarter after seven in the morning, she had just finished a shift from hell where she hadn’t stopped all night, but she had to drop in at the Safeway to pick something up so she could bake for her son’s birthday celebration at school. Was it peanut butter for the cookies he liked? No. Not since all the fuss over allergies had they let peanuts in the school. Or a box of ready-bake brownies that came with a sleeve of icing and star shaped sprinkles? Something easy so she could pay the babysitter, herald her son out the door, throw it in the oven and then get some sleep before—

She stopped in front of the icing sugar and let her eyes fall closed for a full half minute. Standing there, grasping the cart, she could see the bulkier boy handing her a packet of white-ish powder, his hand shaking as he held it out to her. The other boy, seizing on the stretcher, foaming at the mouth, eyes rolled back in his head so only the bloody whites showed as he continued to seize despite the medicines. Erin had the curtains pulled around him for privacy’s sake. No one but her saw the boy pass her the drugs.

She said, “You did good, kid.”

The boy slid down the wall and sat on the floor beside the stretcher. When they moved the sick boy upstairs, the boy followed him, sat on the floor for the next three days. Every time Erin came back on shift, she would take a minute or two to check up on the boy. Not sure which one she was checking up on.
Then the next night, someone told her that he died. “Had a massive seizure. Mira up on ICU said after that the other kid got up and left the room. He said to Mira, ‘I guess God didn’t want me to walk away from this one. Nobody can fight God when he’s made his mind up.’ And then, she said, he took off out of the unit.”

Erin had a few days off in a row. She baked a zucchini-carrot cake for her son’s birthday. She called her sister in Edmonton and talked about coming for a visit sometime soon when she could afford it. She worked on the canvas in the basement that had been half-finished since her son was born. In the bathtub late one night, Erin tucked herself underwater while she cried, concentrating on the sound of the running tap.

The next day, she answered the door with a paintbrush tucked behind her ear, her son laughing at something on cable in the background. The dead boy’s parents were pressing charges. Erin told the officer at her doorstep about the white packet the boy gave her, even though she didn’t want to; it had already been recorded on the chart and if she didn’t tell, she could find herself in trouble.

It was that time of the year. The anniversary of the boy’s death again already. It had snuck up on her.

Erin couldn’t remember what she was supposed to buy for her son. As she thought about the boy they’d prosecuted—he still had dark circles under his eyes when she told the court what had happened behind the curtains—she turned her cart around in the aisle, leaving the sweets behind. She desperately wanted to bake something wholesome for her boy and his classmates.
The Story You Don’t Tell Over Drinks At the Bar

There was a boy named Miles. He was a few grades older than Poppy, around Chuck’s age. He liked to take the younger girls out in his pick-up where eventually he’d get them to forget about Catholic morals and give it up. Poppy fell in line when he turned his charm, sparse facial hair and attentions on her one day in the school parking lot while she waited for Chuck to get back from who knows where and give her a lift home. She felt special that Miles had picked her instead of Connie who had bigger boobs or Laura who had what old ladies might have called “a reputation,” but high school girls just called a spade a spade. Laura was a slut.

Then at seventeen, she saw Bill. Bill was great. He was nice. Liked to think he was worldly even though he’d only left town for a few weeks each summer to visit an uncle in Red Deer. He read magazines that talked about world issues, poverty, the AIDS orphan crisis in Africa and Cambodia, struggling endangered species. He insisted on a call to some sort of never quite defined action. Bill worked for his Dad and delivered the Edmonton paper all that year to subscribers who needed a little more than the weekly local, saving money for after graduation.

Adept at painting the kind of pictures that people Poppy’s age lived on, Bill made fantasies seem entirely possible, fueled by sheer enthusiasm. Escape somewhere far away from where they were, some place where they didn’t have winters. Bill and Poppy could drink cheap beer and live in a little shack on the beach for an entire season before Poppy would come back to go to community college in the fall. But that daydreaming ended when Bill had the coma and died.
Around that time, Poppy missed her period. Poppy was seventeen and three quarters. She had her own car now so when it turned out to be something more than stress she booked an appointment at a clinic in Edmonton and spent the three-hour drive searching for reasons why she should tell Bill’s parents. If it would help or if it would make things worse than they already were. She settled on letting Bill stay dead.

When Poppy was finally an adult by legal standards, she took a job in the bar at the Holiday Inn and saved for a year. It was a long year with her brother’s legal troubles and getting over Bill. She did what she could to keep busy. There was Tim, Miles and that rig-pig from New Years Eve. And Miles again. Miles who had gotten married Poppy’s senior year to a nice girl whose dad worked for Poppy’s dad, a wedding her parents had been invited to in the church where she was confirmed. Poppy knew she was slipping up all over the place and there was worry in her parents’ forced supportive smiles. There was talk around town.

When Poppy had saved enough to get out of town, the men had foreign names, accented English and couldn’t point to where she was from on a map. She told them she grew up in Toronto. Poppy was never lonely long, had actually met someone on the plane who was coming from Sweden to study some endangered tortoise that he said could live over a hundred years. Juan-Aarón, who claimed he was almost a professional bullfighter, was the fifth in a string of her most recent boyfriends. He kept her busy. He was just fake enough to amuse her, just dreamy enough to have her follow him all over whatever country they were in, just distracting enough so that she could leave her thoughts at home. But even if she could keep thoughts of Bill away, she felt him slip around corners ahead of her, saw him standing against a wall in town squares, could
make out his shadow in the dark rooms she slept in when her eyes adjusted to the new light.
First day in a new school. Cory stood in the student parking lot of the Catholic high school. A yellow bus half-full of kids from the reserve pulled up to the no-parking zone in front of the building. No, it wasn’t all reserve kids. Cory could have been on that bus, sitting near the front next to the window, his knapsack beside him (but he’d move it if someone wanted the seat, like he’d done back in Calgary). The yellow bus picked up from the farms too, pulling onto the unpaved shoulder of the highway at the end of dusty private access roads.

“Everyone drives,” Cory’s dad’s girlfriend said from the porch of the new house, a cigarette hanging from her lips. She dropped the still burning butts between the slats of the lumber like a teenager trying to hide her habit from her mother. But the smell lingered on her fingertips and in the fibers of the sweaters she wore with the too long arms. “Every one,” she said, breaking the word into two significantly.

Behind the wheel, Cory had circled the lot three or four times. Each time he came across an open spot, he looked at the vehicles on either side a moment, then pressed the accelerator. Vintage cherry-red Mustang and a shiny new truck. A sport SUV parked lengthwise across three spots so nobody could ding the paint. Trans Am with racing stripes on the hood. An old car with a fin so big it looked like the art his mom used to like. Another Trans Am. A lot full of them.

The beaters parked near the road. Cars with plastic and duct tape where glass should be, ones with rusty floorboards and bungee cords keeping doors and trunks shut. A few vans with no windows, the kind that smell like floor cleaner. The owners of the
rust-buckets and assorted junkers probably ate lunch in their cars on reject row. Social refuse.

Cory’s second-hand car, lovingly spray-painted in the barn one weekend while his dad’s girlfriend watched from nearby, was parked three blocks away on an unpaved shoulder near a subdivision under development. First day. First impressions. They used to be about the right jeans, the haircut, maybe a concert t-shirt from a band that was not too popular, but known in the right circles. Something retro. Used to be that was hard enough.

At the dinner table over frozen lasagna, Cory asked his dad’s girlfriend, “Did you take the bus?”

Neither of them sat at the head of the table. She pushed the baking tray across the table, offering Cory another scoop of lasagna. It made a grating sound that reminded Cory the tray wasn’t real metal.

“Was it terrible?”

“It’s how I got to the school.”

Cory stood in the parking lot next to a car with a metallic blue paint job, the kind that changed colour as the sun caught it. Get a job, save for a while, pay his dad back for the insurance first, before too long he could get something that would—

The morning bell rang like a fire alarm. Three times, shrill.

He’d take the bus, until then. There was less shame in having nothing than trying too hard and coming off trashy.
Budding activists, mostly scrappy teenage girls dressed in matching t-shirts, stood next to three RCMP officers in uniforms and hats in the parking lot of the Tourism Saskatchewan office, just off the Yellowhead. It was early evening; the sun was going down quickly. Lillian tied a red ribbon to the antenna of a truck and the female driver told Lillian to say hello to her mother. The woman’s husband nodded. “Do your homework, you hear now?”

Next. A girl Lillian went to school with. The girl broke up with her boyfriend of three weeks and was still driving past his house every night. Least that was what Lillian heard. Next. Two red ribbons. One on the antenna next to the gas cap door that wouldn’t stay closed. One around the wrist of a toddler in a booster seat that was propped up on a phone book. The toddler kept kicking the dash with one shoe.

A car Lillian recognized from her driveway. The youngest cop approached her brother’s car with easy, familiar steps. The check stop was coming to a close since the box of ribbons donated by MADD was almost gone and these cops weren’t getting paid enough to spend the evening away from their TV dinners and after-the-kids-go-to-bed fights with the wife about bills. Lillian had told him not to come by, not to drive around this part of town tonight. Told him even though she didn’t want to but he was her brother after all.

The cop leaned down and placed his elbows on the window ledge talking to her brother. They laughed. Clapsed hands and then the cop turned away and waved at the group of orange clad girls: it was safe to proceed with the ribbon and the rehearsed chat.
about the dangers of drinking then getting behind the wheel. Jenna went for it—rumour
said she had a thing for Lillian’s brother. Lillian intercepted her and walked up to her
brother’s car.

“What are you doing here?” Lillian began asking sharply and then as she noticed
someone sitting in the passenger seat, she adjusted her tone. The kid from Calgary had
very good posture, not like her brother who drove with the seat half reclined. She ran one
hand through her curly hair, tugged at a knot.

“Your brother wanted to come and visit,” the new kid said. “To say hi.”

“Hi,” her brother said. “This here is Cory. I was just showing him around.
Wanted to drop by and support the cause. Say hi to my friends in uniform.”

Lillian shoved a ribbon into her brother’s hand. “Get lost.” That sounded rude
and since Lillian had a reputation for being nice, she added, “It was real nice to meet you
Cory.”

Lillian’s brother dropped the ribbon on the passenger-side weather mat when he
reached for the gearshift. If only Lillian had the guts to call the older grisly RCMP
officer over to her brother’s car and tell him that she knew for a fact that her brother had
drugs on his person, that would show her brother that this wasn’t a game. Actions had
consequences. Rumours exchanged in the hallway said that Lillian’s brother was the guy
to see if you wanted something. They said he hung around the middle school looking for
girls who had matured early. They said he had a pager. Lillian believed everything they
said about him although she hadn’t actually seen any of this for herself. She’d only ever
seen him smoking it in his car.
Cory retrieved the ribbon from the ground and wound it around his thumb. “Nice to meet you too. Have fun with this thing.”

Next thing Lillian knew, the older cop was calling the other two over to a pick-up that had just come down the road. The driver’s speech was slurred and there was an open bottle snug between his knees. They had caught one red handed and now he was going to get what he deserved. Lillian blushed like she had when she won the third grade science fair.

“Poor bastard,” Lillian’s brother said with a smile.

“It’s called justice,” Lillian said.

Lillian’s brother rolled his eyes and sang in a familiar feathery voice, “‘That stained glass curtain you’re hiding behind…””

Cory picked up where Lillian’s brother left off, “‘Darling, only the good die young’.” His voice was light, but he sat straighter in his seat, wrapping and unwrapping the red ribbon from his thumb.
Bus Station Departures

Poppy stood on the cracked cement next to a taxi stand. She kept one eye on the luggage, her small bag and his larger one, as she glanced about the station. She waved to a wispy-haired boy in need of a haircut who sat a dozen meters away from her. He was pressing his forehead against the waiting room glass, looking out as she looked in. She was sure she imagined he waved back.

Poppy waited for Juan-Aarón, who had gone inside to buy their tickets for the bus heading south along the coastline. He would probably wait out the line of indecisive travelers to buy bottles of water, the plantain chips Poppy liked, stock for the long trip. She didn’t particularly want to go south. That was the problem as Poppy saw it; she didn’t particularly want to go any place. It was probably time to compose another cheery postcard for her mother, where she wrote a variation on, “Lovely weather here. Oh yes, I am fine. Got a big strong man to look after me so don’t worry. Have I mentioned the lovely weather?” But where should she post it from?

Poppy turned to look for the boy again. But he had gone as if he hadn’t ever been there. She scanned the station. Then she saw him next to a bus. The driver was loading the last of the luggage and began to secure it to the roof with twine. The boy’s feet were planted there, his hands on his hips, his ears just a bit too big for his face poking through his hair, the way he looked whenever she had kept him waiting. Hurry, hurry, Poppy, it was as if she could hear this phantom saying. But the lips on the blonde boy stayed as they had been, in a flat, disinterested smile.
Poppy knew very well that he was a figment of her imagination. She saw him here because she wanted to see him. In a way. He was trying to tell her something and if he was attempting to communicate with her then she knew that it was really what she was trying to tell herself that she had to listen to. It was as plain as all that.

As the driver descended from the roof and secured the last of the twine, Poppy pulled the colourful scarf from her hair. She felt a little badly for leaving Juan-Aarón like this with no notice. She tied the scarf to the handle of his luggage. Running now, Poppy was almost desperate to reach the bus before the driver climbed up into the cab and closed the doors on her.

The driver saw her and waited. “Billete?” he asked.

Poppy dug into her pocket and pulled out a handful of bills. She shoved them into his hands. “Por favor? Is that enough?”

The driver shrugged, grabbed Poppy’s bag, extended his hand indicating that she should board the bus now, and climbed up behind her. He stored her bag in the gap between his seat and the first row of passenger seating.

The bus was quite full, but Poppy managed to find a seat next to a young man. His eyes, they reminded Poppy of Juan-Aarón and she felt a little sick even though she was sure that right now she felt better than she had in a while. At least she had left him his bag. And the scarf so he’d know she left willingly and wasn’t kidnapped or some such nonsense. That is if his things were still there waiting for him next to the empty-taxi stand when he came out of the station with the tickets in his breast pocket, holding four litres of over-priced water, one bottle under each arm.
Cupcakes and Little Girls

Christopher climbed out of his mother’s car, pulled his backpack off the floor and heaved it onto his shoulder with both bony brown hands. He slammed the door. His mother flinched a little, but all she did was purse her lips a little tighter. Then he took three big steps and hauled open the rear passenger side door, lifting a tinfoil-covered tray from the seat. He held the tray in one hand as he slammed the rear door too. Christopher didn’t bother to wave goodbye to his mother.

Up the steps and into the school and down the hall into his classroom with a quick shuffle. He was late. Mom’s damn fault, he thought, using the word church told him was bad. It was his birthday; God would probably have to forgive him.

“Is this your special treat, Christopher?” his teacher, Ms. Wright, asked. She was a tall blonde woman who was just out of school as she kept telling her class, trying to relate. Christopher thought she was old. Maybe older than his mom.

Instead of answering Ms. Wright, he handed the tinfoil tray over and shrugged out of his jacket. Then he took his seat. Christopher pulled out his workbook and moved his face close to the page, attempting to concentrate on multiplication. When he could no longer think about the math problem without obsessing over the approaching birthday celebration, he dared himself to look at the table at the back of the room.

It was a girl’s birthday too. Her name was Alyssa. She had curly hair and was a little spoiled by Ms. Wright who didn’t make Alyssa work when she cried about it. Next to his mom’s tray, a plastic dollar-store tray from last Christmas, stood a fancy cupcake holder. And in the cupcake holder were pink frosting-covered cakes. Each one of them
supported a pastel candle. Christopher turned back to his workbook, not eager for recess when Ms. Wright would get the class to sing for Alyssa and Christopher, forcing the extra syllables into the song. Then she would uncover the birthday snacks and invite the students to pick one.

The kids weren’t mean. They just didn’t try out Christopher’s mom’s baking, gravitating like kids do to fluffy, iced sweets. While he wanted a cupcake pretty badly, Christopher moved towards the table at the back of the room and reached for a slice of the zucchini-carrot cake his mom had spent yesterday evening in the kitchen making for him. If he didn’t eat his mom’s cake, they’d all think that she must not like her son very much if for his birthday she baked something that he didn’t even like.

So Christopher helped himself to a second piece and between bites he craned his head to make sure that his classmates were watching him.
The Saturday Afternoon Fire

Patrons of the hotel had to turn off the Yellowhead and take the business access road. A wide bank of grass running parallel to the highway divided the two roads. If a driver intended on getting to the hotel—maybe it was a high school student wanting to sneak in the service door for a complimentary swim in the pool, or maybe it was a rig-pig wanting to buy his lunch from the grease-trap grill next door to the hotel, or someone who needed to wash their truck at the 24-hour car wash on the adjacent lot—he would have to catch the access road or he’d drive several blocks past his destination before he had the chance to turn around. There was no direct access.

On this particular afternoon, the bank of grass was covered with bystanders stomping down the new growth. Pick-up trucks had stopped in the right-most lane of the highway. Some of them had their blinkers on but most of the drivers pulling over to watch the fire figured the cops would have their hands too full to bother passing out tickets to spectators.

Black smoke rose from the six-story building, billowing out of broken windows. Sergeant W. Leroy stood next to his patrol car, watching the fire. “Everyone got out safe,” Leroy said when a reporter from the Border Dispatch walked up to him with a notebook in hand. “I’m only here to make sure all bystanders stay back out of the way of the professionals.”

“Any idea how it started, Sergeant?”

Leroy shrugged. “It might have been someone who fell asleep with a cigarette lit.”
“Your source?”

“I figure. Smoking. It’s not just the cancer, you know?”

The reporter smiled indulgently, then excusing himself, ambled off towards a firefighter who was standing next to the fire engine. The reporter needed another angle on the story of the year if he was going to sell his share of advertising space.

“I hear it was for insurance purposes,” a man with a Husky trucker hat said to the tiny brunette standing next to him. She nodded without giving him the benefit of eye contact. There was a fire in progress after all.

Out on the road, in the right hand lane, Cory stood in the bed of his dad’s girlfriend’s truck next to a dozen bags of groceries to get a better look. His dad had left the keys in the ignition and wandered off towards the fire, holding his girlfriend’s hand. The two of them had left Cory with the groceries and the truck so they could get up close and watch a hotel burn down.

“Hey,” Lillian said tentatively from the tailgate. “I’m parked way down the road. Guess what I just heard?”

“You want to come up here?” Cory asked. “Better view.”

“I have to find my brother,” she said.

Cory cocked his head in the direction of the burning building. “He wasn’t working today, was he?”

Lillian rolled her eyes way up into her hairline and Cory didn’t know if that meant yes or no. “He told me that Steve—Do you know Steve? Dark hair, used to date Sandy, Derek’s sister. Apparently, he started the fire.” Lillian watched Cory’s reaction. “It wasn’t on purpose. Apparently.”
“Oh.”

“He tried to set firecrackers off and some roofing material caught fire.” She waved and moved on. “I really have to find my brother,” she said.

The town gossiped for days: cigarettes, firecracker accidents, arson, a romantic tryst gone wrong, insurance scams, everything else and the kitchen sink too.

When the paper came out four days later, nobody had seemed to have it right. An inexperienced high school student working weekends at the hotel in room service was sent down to the laundry since the laundry girl had called in sick. He stuffed the coveralls from room 306 into the industrial machine, wiping the oil from his hands on his jeans. He took the stairs back up to the kitchen to wait for the load to finish so he could transfer it to the dryer like his sister had told him to do when he called begging for a girl’s insight into these kind of things. The rig worker’s laundry combusted in the machine and the resulting fireball engulfed the linens stored in the basement. The fire spread quickly. There were no injuries. That was what the fire chief said in his report.

The student was asking his employers to buy him a new pair of jeans.
After Dinner Conversations

The table was set for three, but an additional placemat was set out across from Mike’s usual spot. The veneer on the Lansing’s formal dining table was scratched by years of the kids doing their homework without putting a magazine or something hard down under sheets of loose-leaf paper. For a while now, the table had been pushed against the railing dividing the kitchen from the sunken formal living room, but the empty placemat stayed at the end of the table. Barb said it was for visual balance, but Mike knew better.

Frank’s cell phone vibrated on the table. He glanced at the screen for a second before standing up, gathering his plate in one hand. Tucking two fingers into his wine glass, he counterbalanced them with his thumb like a vice. “You’ll have to excuse me,” he said as he placed the dishes in the sink and made a cursory attempt at rinsing them, “there’s been an accident on the Yellowhead. They need a few of us out there.”

“No problem.” Mike stretched his arms above his head.

“Will we see you tomorrow?” Barb asked. She ran a finger around the rim of her empty glass. “I’m making meatloaf. There’ll be plenty extra.”

“Thanks,” Frank said. He gathered his coat from the banister. Barb made as if to stand up, so Frank said, “No need to see me out.” Then he was gone.

Mike kept busy fiddling with things on the table, moving the pepper mill back onto the lazy Susan, folding his napkin into a perfect square, refilling his wine glass. Finally he offered the bottle to his wife.

She replied, “I don’t feel like it. Why don’t you finish it?”
“I’ve been thinking. We should…buy a smaller place. Downsize. Rent something on the Saskatchewan side, closer to work.”

“That is not happening.” Barb grabbed the wine bottle and filled her glass for the first time that evening. “You can tell Frank dinner will be ready at six sharp tomorrow.”

“Can’t we eat just the two of us every once in a while? If it’s not Frank, it’s Patricia staying for the weekend, and if it’s not Patricia, it’s one of your old co-workers from the beauty counter.”

“And before that,” she said without malice, “it was our kids.”

Mike cleared the table for his wife. He cleared everything but her glass and rinsed the dishes in the sink with the scrubber wand like she liked him to do before he put them in the dishwasher, cups on the top rack, the plates on the bottom and the cutlery in the little caddy hooked onto the side. “I have a week’s holiday coming up. We should go somewhere. Get away.”

“We could go to Edmonton, stay with—”

“No, I mean, let’s leave for a while. Take a vacation from Chuck and Poppy and Patricia and Frank!”

“You can’t take a vacation from life. Haven’t you figured it out yet?”

“We can. People do it all the time! What do you think your daughter is doing?”

“Oh? She’s my daughter now?”

“You know what I mean,” he said. Mike left the dishwasher ajar and walked out of the kitchen in search of the foam stress ball one of the secretaries had given him in the Secret Santa pool last year. From the master bedroom on the main floor, he called, “I’m
getting out of here. For a week. Somewhere warm where they don’t have problems you
can’t cure with rum punch. Am I booking the double occupancy rate?”

“Don’t forget to tell Frank I’ll be expecting him at six.”

Mike Lansing reported to work without filling the vacation request form with
personnel management. Frank came to dinner Wednesday and Thursday that week.
**Just Like It Should**

Barbara’s parents weren’t frustrated, irritated or angry when she told them she wasn’t going to go on to study Sociology at university in the fall, that she would rather stay in town and work at the beauty counter at Sears giving old women free makeovers on weekday afternoons, then watching TV in the living room most evenings with Mike. Her mother didn’t even furrow her manicured eyebrows like she normally would have while her husband cleared his throat to begin the lecture that would steer their daughter in the right direction. Barbara’s father asked her to pass the bowl of mashed potatoes down the table even though the bowl was within easy reach of her father’s arm. Her mother said, “That sounds like a plan, honey. We’d be happy to have you around the house for a little while longer.” Her eyebrows were expressionless.

What Barbara did not know was that Mike had met with her father sometime last week in an old ceremony between father and potential son-in-law where Mike got down to the business of asking for permission to ask for Barbara’s hand. Her parents promptly stopped worrying about topping up the college fund and how Barbara would fare in the big city’s downtown campus. Thirteen days later, Barbara got a new car—not the sporty sedan she wanted to buy for herself but a four-door, wood-paneled station wagon—a Bob Marley cassette tape and a modest diamond ring for her birthday.

The engagement lasted a little less than a year. Barbara’s parents spent the college fund on a white wedding with all the frills in their backyard one idyllic afternoon in July, the peak of the short summer season. The high school sweethearts quickly took the step of securing a mortgage from the town credit union with Barbara’s parents as co-
signers. At nineteen, Barbara was fully grown-up with a house of her own, a little yard where the new puppy played and a husband who recently received a promotion at his job. He brought home a bottle of the expensive wine to celebrate and they laughed and watched TV.

When schoolyard friends moved away to go into the city to follow their dreams or boyfriends, Barbara found herself in the company of the girls who had dropped out of school to have babies. Barbara would spend her free afternoons sitting on park benches watching toddlers play in sandboxes, stealing a bite or two of an afternoon snack as she chatted with young mothers who smoked cigarettes while they calmed their toddlers’ younger siblings, sometimes passing the babies off to Barbara while they chased their ambulatory children away from the road. Soon enough Barbara joined the young mothers with her own baby and she watched him grow from the bench.

While Barbara held her daughter and watched her toddler son running around the park with the other kids in his new trainers, she thought about her upcoming twenty-second birthday. Mike had organized a sitter for the kids, a co-worker’s teenage daughter. Mike told his wife that he wanted to take her to one of the nice restaurants off the highway so they could celebrate “being on track.”

Life was just like it should be.
Dumped

Juan-Aarón surveyed the station as if he were taking it all in and, like travelers who were obsessively early for departures, he had nothing consuming to attend to except being ready for his bus to pull out of the terminal at some predetermined, scheduled time. He strolled across the staging area where the diesel-fueled busses waited for passengers to unload before a man with a basket of cleaning supplies and one leg slightly shorter than the other climbed aboard to tend to the bathroom.

Juan-Aarón sat down next to a uniformed bus driver, a small grey-haired man wrinkled by long hours, on one of the few benches in the outdoor section of the terminal. Three coaches were loading passengers, their noisy engines shaking the people aboard as they tried to find their seats. Juan-Aarón’s right leg moved in tempo with the engines. The two men exchanged ritual pleasantries and Juan-Aarón listened patiently before asking if the driver had noticed a foreign woman with blunt short brown hair waiting by the taxi stand. “She was wearing a yellow sundress, has a figure like a proper movie star,” he said, illustrating his words with generous hand gestures. Juan-Aarón waved casually at his luggage, where the multi-coloured scarf hung limp in the humid air.

The driver hunched down into the bench before answering Juan-Aarón’s question with a raspy inquiry, “Did you lose her?”

Juan-Aarón shrugged and smiled bringing his scar into view. “Misplaced her? For now.”
“I saw.” The driver pulled himself up straighter on the bench, to reach into his shirt pocket, so he could offer Juan-Aarón a hand-rolled cigarette from a silver compact. “She boarded a bus for the north. Hire a taxi, you can be waiting when she disembarks.”

Juan-Aarón took the matches the driver offered him in friendship even though as a rule Juan-Aarón did not smoke. “I am unworried,” he said, patting his breast pocket. “Even foreign women shaped like movie stars need a passport to cross the international borders.”

As exhaust from a departing bus enveloped the bench, the men shared a deep, smoky belly laugh.
Driving Lessons

On a temperate spring-like day in February, in a neighbourhood of cookie-cutter houses iced in pale blues, greens and yellows with wide streets, a man taught his daughter how to drive. The red car lurched forward, then stalled. It was Sunday.

“It would help,” Lillian said, “if you’d quit laughing at me. Someone once told me that driving is all about confidence.”

“Lily, I say it’s about releasing the clutch slowly. If you don’t, you’ll stall out in an intersection and get yourself t-boned like Dirk Ingleson did that once,” he said as he cleared his throat violently. When the phlegm tasted like blood, Lillian’s dad had started swallowing the crap, rather than subjecting his family to it.

Dirk Ingleson was legendary in Lillian’s house. He was her dad’s instructive example. Don’t smoke! Dirk Ingleson suffered from emphysema, all those cigarettes he polished off growing up. Do you want to contract emphysema, kids? I didn’t think so. Don’t forget to wear wrist-guards, he said. Dirk Ingleson broke both his arms on roller-skates. The doctor told his mother that if he’d been wearing the appropriate safety equipment... Dirk Ingleson didn’t listen to his father’s good sense and he ended up “landscaping that judge’s lawn all summer. Free of com-pen-sa-tion!” Lillian could finish most of the cautionary tales, she had heard them so often. Her father had one for everything: why you should always shop with a grocery list; rules about visiting graveyards; how to siphon gasoline from a nearby tank when yours has run dry, it’s too late to call a friend and too early to fill up at the pump (be sure to leave a twenty and
Lillian wondered if there was ever a Dirk Ingleson but her dad’s words were a gospel, not to be questioned.

Lillian turned the ignition key, but not without first checking to be sure she was in neutral. That was a lesson she had already learned. Clutch, first gear, just a little gas, the car started to move, lurched. Stalled. She gripped the steering wheel firmly with fingers that were beginning to pale. Her father had one hand braced against the dashboard; he placed the other on his daughter’s knee, laughing under his breath. At least he wasn’t coughing.

A car pulled up alongside them before Lillian could think about going at it again. It was the RCMP, the lights of the sedan flashing but the siren quiet as if this wasn’t official enough for the full show. The cop left his hat on the passenger seat and walked over to Lillian’s side of the car. He rapped twice on the window. After a nod from her dad, Lillian turned the crank.

“Licence and registration,” the cop said on script. “Yours too, sir.”

Lillian lifted her hips off the seat so she could reach into the back pocket of her jeans. Trying as hard as she could to keep her hand from shaking, she passed her learner’s permit to the cop but dropped it before his hand opened to receive it. The permit fell to the ground in the sand and the debris revealed by melting snow, a diet pop can crushed flat and pieces of paper in assorted stages of decomposition.

The cop picked her permit up, took Lillian’s father’s licence from him by reaching across Lillian to get it, then retreated to his vehicle where the lights were still flashing. Lillian and her father waited in silence. When the cop came back, he gave them their licences and a ticket for driving dangerously, endangering the public. “This is
a family neighbourhood, after all.” All the emphasis was on family. It was as if Lillian’s brother were in the car with them, as if his reputation followed them from their neighbourhood where residents had old couches on their porches that were rotting and almost always damp to the nicer part of town where couches left at the end of these clipped yards on garbage day would find their way into someone’s living room, displacing some other scavenged couch to the porch and the old porch couch to the end of the road.

After Lillian and her dad swapped seats, he spoke first. “We should call it quits. I’ll talk to my boss, trade her in for an automatic.” He cleared his throat again, rivaling the sound of the engine as it whined in low gear. “There was a Nissan on the lot.”

Lillian’s father seemed too big for the little car as he shook it with his cough. Lillian ran her hand over the dash, admiring the little nicks in the plastic that she felt but couldn’t see unless the light was just right. It didn’t smell like an old car, more like the deodorizing spray her mother used on the cat box. But underneath that, she thought she could smell cloves. The car had a history. And for a few days the car and the possibilities had belonged to Lillian.

But her father was right. The driving lessons had to stop. Her father brought home the Nissan’s bulky keys on Monday, lay on the sofa for three weeks, only pulling himself out from under the scratchy wool blanket to urinate, took Lillian’s brother for a man-to-man chat in the stick-shift sports car bought for his sixteenth birthday and died the next day.

Lillian’s brother told her to go to court, to fight the ticket. Lillian drove to city hall in the boxy automatic and paid. It was the right thing to do.
School Photos

Christopher sat at the kitchen table with his homework spread out in front of him as he argued with his mother. On the far edge of the table, a piece of neon paper reminded students to tell their parents about the upcoming picture day. “I should have thrown it in the trash,” Christopher said, scraping the beveled edge of the table with his pencil to chip off the varnish. “Then we wouldn’t be in a fight.”

Erin stood over the stove still wearing her blue scrubs, and stirred a pot of rice even though Erin’s mother had told her never to lift the lid when cooking rice. “We are not fighting.” Blue was a good colour for Erin. It highlighted her eyes.

“I really don’t want pictures.”

“Why not?”

“I just really don’t.”

She moved over to the table, cleared Christopher’s homework off to one side and placed the note from school on top of the pile. “Milk? Or do you want a can of cola?”

“Milk is fine,” Christopher said. He was not giving in that easily.

Erin finished setting the table. Poured two glasses of skim milk. Put finishing touches on their meal. She did not clang the pots or close cupboards a little too firmly.

Christopher figured that on account of his mother’s unusual silence, he’d won. He wouldn’t have to wear a sweater-vest and wait in line with the other kids and walk up to sit under the lights and have some man fiddle with Christopher’s nappy hair so that it would sit right. He wouldn’t have to wait to see how the pictures turned out and have the talk with his mother about which of the three poses he liked best.
“What happens,” Erin said after she had chewed a mouthful of rice and stir-fried vegetables, “when some creep abducts you through your bedroom window one night and after a few weeks of living like some caged animal, the creep decides that it’s time to axe-murder you? What am I supposed to do then?”

Christopher swallowed his food and craned his head to take a good look at his mom. He almost expected her eyes to bug out of her face like the parent’s eyes always did on those Family Channel shows. But Erin just looked like what his mom normally looked like, except her eyes were sad like Christopher was used to seeing when she had a bad shift at work.

“What picture am I going to give them to print in the newspaper, Christopher?”

Christopher looked away from his mom and studied the damage he’d done to her kitchen table, uncovering the light coloured wood from beneath the varnish.

“I’ll look like an incompetent mother.”

Christopher said, “I’ll get the pictures done.” He took a forkful of his meal and started to chew mechanically. “Even though nobody is gonna axe-murder me,” he added.

“Will you wear the green sweater?”

“Fine.”

“How do you like the rice?”

“It’s good Mom.”

In response, Erin got up from the table, walked over to the stove and carried the pot of rice over to her son’s still full plate. She served him more rice.
Weeping Willows

There was a weeping willow growing in the backyard of Chuck’s childhood home. It was old when they moved in, had probably been there since before the company who built the houses broke land, hollowed out the dirt to set the foundations. When they were building around here, the tall willows sprinkled around the grounds were a nice addition that would help the newly constructed neighbourhood look like it was established. The trees gave picture-perfect houses credibility.

Chuck chased his sister around that tree when he was rambunctious and high on caffeine from too many sodas; he tackled his sister and whipped her with the limber vines when he wanted to hurt her, revenge for some slight or another; and he gave her a boost into the air so that she could swing on a handful of the strong, drooping branches when he felt bad for leaving her behind after the neighbourhood boys came calling with their bicycles, strips of cardboard clipped to the spokes. The boys would ride up and down the street, wheeling through the run off from broken water mains.

Around the time Chuck started high school, the city let themselves into the yards on Chuck’s block and spray-painted orange crosses on the trees that were to be removed. By the time the snow started to fall, the weeping willows were gone. Removed because they were destroying important neighbourhood infrastructure. The trees never intended to squeeze the pipes buried underground, crippling the aquamarine industrial plastic. The trees never intended to dislodge the fence posts that separated backyards from the alleyway.
Chuck sat in his room, perched in the window seat his mother had gone to such trouble to upholster, watching the city workers systematically take the tree apart. After that Chuck yelled at his mom about fixing the same crap for dinner night after night, even though Tuesday’s hamburger casserole was usually one of his favourites. Things changed after the willows disappeared from the neighbourhood, though nobody else seemed to notice. Not even Poppy. She took off with her girlfriends and rode her bike—a hand-me-down from Chuck—through rain puddles while Chuck sat in his room with the door locked.

Now, Chuck sat on a bench bolted into the cement in the prison yard, trying to make out what kind of trees lay beyond the fencing and the wire. They swayed in the wind like the willows he remembered from his childhood, but Chuck did not trust his eyes. Lately, he saw what he wanted to see. He decided this was a coping mechanism, a way to pass through the days that he had left. Maybe Chuck had always seen what he wanted to see, didn’t see what was right in front of him until it had smacked him in the face.

“What are you looking at?” another prisoner said, sitting down.

Chuck cocked his head in the direction of the willows. “In the distance. The trees.”

The prisoner fiddled with a worn Rubik’s Cube. “I see the fence, the parking lot. I don’t see no forest.”

Even though years had passed since the tree had been hauled away as firewood and skinny branches thrown into a chipper, and Chuck supposed he should devote his energy to other things, he still felt quiet anger for what had happened to the trees.
Halfway between Edmonton and Saskatoon, bisected by the highway, there was a city. John learned how to drive on the highway, but the instructor always told him to turn around just as they picked up speed. John crashed once on that highway, on his way to Edmonton for a weekend of youthful debauchery on Whyte Avenue, totaled his adoptive mother’s car. He promised her he would never do it again. He reminded her how lucky he was that she had picked him out of all God’s children when she could have had a white baby instead. The sentiment was something she herself said, something that always seemed to calm her like a balm. On the highway, John had been pulled over by the cops, given tickets, warnings, a black eye once.

“Get out,” his mother said, three months before his high school graduation ceremony, an inflated choreographed parade for parents who didn’t expect to see another graduation. His mother did not come to watch him collect his diploma.

After graduation, John spent a year in Saskatoon, a year down the highway. When he came back, there was a keloid scar across one cheek, beginning just below the eye. He took a job at the Husky station on the highway, started dating a girl called Erin he used to know but hadn’t slept with in high school, picked up a nasty habit of smoking while he worked the pumps.

In bed, John told Erin about a job he’d been thinking of taking.

“Get outta here?” she said. “I don’t think so, Johnny. I never liked the big city.”

John’s estranged mother died in the hospital on the Saskatchewan side, three days after Erin asked him to clean the junk out of the hall closet. The morning after his mother...
passed on to her home in heaven, John packed four black garbage bags in the trunk of his mother’s car, went for a seven dollar wax & wash, stopped at the Tim Horton’s to kiss Erin through the drive-through window. He knew her nursing textbook was open on the counter beside the sink.

“You shaved.”

“How do I look?”

“The dead don’t care what you look like,” she said, leaning out the window for another kiss, a peck on the forehead this time.

“I’m sorry.” John grabbed her hand as she pulled away. “I-I know you…you liked it.”

He took a left out onto the highway heading west when the convoy of transport trucks cutting through town on their way across the country cleared a minute. The window was rolled down, the wind warm and, as John picked up speed along the road, the country radio station began to cut out. At first static interrupted half a word. As he moved away from the signal tower the cuts became more pronounced, until when he turned into the left hand lane to overtake a transport truck, it cut out forever.

The trucking company dispatched a crisis worker to the scene.
Out of Town

Twenty kilometers out of town was a long way, even if it only took a few songs’ coasting time on the radio to hit the city limit sign. Cory had to wake up a good half hour earlier than his friends to manage to get to school on time, earlier still if it was winter and there had been a storm the night before. When his friends called it a night, Cory had to stay awake long enough to drive home, was starting to get used to the sound of the rumble strips on the edge of the Yellowhead when he dozed off. Except when he slept on the couch at Lillian’s brother’s house.

Mrs. Sheedy was becoming accustomed to seeing Cory in her house. She caught him in the hallway as he was coming out of her bathroom and before Cory could make his way back down the stairs to her kids and her television, asked him if everything was alright at home. “I mean, no one’s… They aren’t…?”

“No.”

When Mrs. Sheedy reached out as if to touch Cory’s arm, Cory insisted that nothing was wrong. “I just live out of town. It’s far to drive.”

“Ohay, but if you need anything,” she said. “You ask is all you do.”

Mrs. Sheedy waited until the kids left for school and she cleaned the cereal bowls with the leftover chocolate milk coating the bottoms, before she called the CAS.

“We’ll look into the situation, ma’am. The step-mother is known to us.”

Mrs. Sheedy cleared her throat into the phone. “They aren’t married. Just living together while the kid sleeps in my basement most nights and eats my groceries.”
After work on Thursday, Cory paid for gasoline with a handful of gas bar coupons from the newly built Superstore and a twenty he had saved from last week’s paycheque. When he pulled up the drive of his dad’s girlfriend’s family home, the living room curtains parted, fluttered.

While he was dumping his laundry into the machine right out of his school bag, Cory’s dad’s girlfriend stood in the doorway of the laundry room. “You haven’t been home in a while.”

“I’m busy at school.”

“Your dad hasn’t seen you in a while,” she said and left Cory to his laundry.

On Monday, the guidance counsellor called Cory in to see him. His office was long and narrow and windowless. Cory remembered the office from his first week, when the guidance counsellor welcomed him to school and disclosed in monotone which credits the district had decided to accept for transfer. An unfamiliar woman wearing thin wire glasses sat in one of the two school-issue plastic chairs.

“Hi Cory,” the guidance counsellor said. “We just wanted to talk to you.”

“Hello Cory,” the woman said. “It’s come to our attention that you’re having some problems at home.”

“We just want to talk, Cory,” the guidance counsellor interjected.

“It’s important, Cory, that you know there are programs out there to help young Natives adjust—”

“Cory isn’t…” The guidance counselor let the unfinished sentence linger.

She tucked her name-badge into her breast pocket. “If you’re being abused… It’s important that you tell us, Cory. So we can help you deal with your situation.”
Cory let his backpack slip off his shoulder and fall to the ground. It didn’t make any loud noises, padded by his newly cleaned laundry. Suddenly, he felt guilty.

“Why don’t you tell us why you keep spending the night at the Sheedy’s home?”

“We’re here to discuss any issues you might be having,” the woman said.

“I,” Cory began sheepishly, “live out of town.”

“We cannot have a meaningful discussion if you do not talk to us honestly, Cory.”

The woman readjusted her glasses.

“It’s a long drive,” Cory said.

“Is that all you have to say?” the guidance counselor asked. Then he checked his watch with a downward flick of his eyes, as if to provide plausible deniability if Cory wanted to complain that the guidance counselor cared more about the lunch bell ringing in fifteen minutes than about Cory’s deep teenage angst.

“We’re going to have to schedule weekly sessions until we can resolve this,” the woman said, addressing the guidance counsellor.

Dismissed, Cory gathered his bag and decided to head out to lunch early. That night he drove Lillian’s brother home, saying that he had to get back tonight or his dad would have a fit. Cory drove towards the edge of town and pulled into the Canadian Tire parking lot, looking for a suitable place to park his car overnight.
Letters for Convicts

All sorts of mail came into the prison, letters from family and friends, letters from lovers and wives (sometimes one from each on the same day), letters from lawyers, from collection agencies, from concerned citizens or church groups. Sometimes an odd flyer advertising a two-for-one special on pizza that an inmate could salivate over for a few minutes would slip through. But the mail most often found on the prison cart was assorted magazines, correspondence from Publishers Clearing House and letters for convicts from their pen pals.

Chuck only allowed himself a subscription to one periodical. He read the Edmonton Journal, but often got issues a few days later than people on the outside. He focused on the news that dealt with crime, with criminals. Sometimes if he felt like he deserved a break from reading the paper or if his eyes had started to go buggy from the fluorescent lights on the newsprint, he would attempt the crossword puzzle. Most of the other inmates had subscriptions to men’s magazines like Maxim or Hunting and Fishing Quarterly and, of course, there were skin magazines sent to the prison post office box.

Envelopes with bold statements like “You may already be a winner!” and “Mr. So and So, your name has already been entered in our grand prize draw” clearly outnumbered personal letters from family. When Chuck first arrived, he threw them out without opening the envelope flaps. But he watched other prisoners attach the shiny stamps to the winner’s label and order gadgets they would never use for one more entry in the draw. Rikki was religious when it came to Publishers Clearing House.

“You could be throwing a million dollars in the trash.”
“Did your ex-wife like that micro-fiber hair-wrap towel-thing?”

Rikki nodded. “She said it was a pretty damn good birthday present. And it got my name in the grand prize draw twice. Two chances more than you.”

When the other prisoners weren’t busy dreaming of the money they might have already won, they were writing letters to strangers who had signed up to correspond with prisoners in provincial and federal institutes. The letters started off awkwardly, my name is blank and here are the things you need to know about me, like on a first date. What should I know about you (but it’s okay if you dance around the reason why you’re locked up—at least at first)? Sometimes these correspondences matured into relationships on visitor’s day when after a suitable amount of time, a prisoner charmed his way into someone’s life. It was usually a woman, usually overweight or recently divorced from her used to be the boy-next-door and now rotten-bastard-of-a-man who was the father to her school-aged children. Sometimes, if the inmate was released, they would get married or at least live together for a while.

Chuck didn’t get letters from his parents, aunts, uncles or grandparents. But that was on request. He was sure his mother would have sent weekly correspondence in longhand where she recounted the happenings at home and in town. She would have reminded him that it wasn’t his fault, not really. He did accept the postcards that Poppy would send occasionally. They were bright, commercial advertisements for whatever city she had found herself in. And the only thing she wrote was “Love from Poppy.” Getting her postcards made him shiver inside, but Chuck didn’t have the heart to tell her to stop.
When the mail was distributed Monday afternoon, Chuck sat on his bed with last Friday’s edition of the news and a letter from Publishers Clearing House. He tore open the letter and began to read.
Death Through the Floorboards

Poppy rented a small room on the top floor of a tourist shop on the main street in town. The stall sold different handmade Mayan crafts, colourful scarves and tiny rag-dolls, the kind of souvenir you would bring back for an aunt, a kid cousin or a cat. The family made the items outside sitting on milk-crates in front of their stall, an elderly woman nestled between the children, the children shooing away a stray dog with floppy ears, bringing what Poppy thought was a kind of immediacy to the otherwise identical souvenirs on the block. The family of six lived on the second floor. Poppy could hear them talking in Spanish over the sound of the elderly woman’s coughing.

The third floor flat used to be rented to a painter, or so Poppy figured. There was a vase of dead flowers on the dining table. The flowers and the shadow they cast onto the far wall looked painterly. Poppy could admit to herself that was why she had decided to rent this particular set of rooms instead of something on the coast like what she and Bill had talked about.

When the sun fell low in the sky and the shadow of the flowers was at its largest, Poppy sat in the main room, the sounds from the open window wafting over her: a dog whining under her window, someone throwing a bucket of water on the road. At first Poppy listened to the tourists whose voices were louder, carried further, than the voices of locals. Then she keyed herself into the locals, translating what Spanish she remembered from the Learn Spanish in Only Ten Minutes a Day book she had checked out of the library and subsequently slipped into her suitcase when she left home months
ago. Then as the room became very dark, Poppy could only hear the old woman’s coughing and sharp breathing.

Poppy figured the woman was lying down in the room directly under her since when the woman coughed, it was as if Poppy were in the room with her. The sound of the woman dying was in the room with Poppy, the dead flowers and the lingering presence of a dead boy that Poppy used to know. It was past the family’s usual dinner time and an unusual silence settled. Everyone in the house was listening to the sounds of the old woman as she struggled to keep up with her body’s need for oxygen.

Never one to be affected by the goings on around her, Poppy was now having trouble breathing steadily as she listened to this family’s private business. It wasn’t enough that she knew wherever she went she would see the only person she had really known who had died, now she was listening to someone dying through the floorboards. And today as she rifled through her bags searching for her passport so she could catch a bus and head for the border in the morning, she noticed that it wasn’t where she had left it. It was gone. Poppy would not be leaving in the morning.

She thought she heard a sharp “shh” as the woman resumed coughing, a little less loudly. It was probably directed at the children, but Poppy took off her shoes just in case she had been intruding on their deathwatch. She couldn’t tune the woman out. The coughing turned into wheezing and as Poppy got lost in her thoughts, she worried it had faded. On her hands and knees, Poppy pressed her ear to the ground, then lay herself down on the floor that she had yet to sweep, so she could hear even the smallest of sounds.
The Only Black Kid

In elementary school, most kids thought he was adopted. Insofar as they imagined Christopher’s home life, it was a lot like theirs, except that they had sisters and brothers and Christopher didn’t actually belong to his parents like they did to theirs. Christopher was a good example of charity to less fortunate human beings like they learned in Sunday school. At Christmas and birthdays, the children’s parents would try to encourage them to donate a few dollars of their monetary gifts to those less fortunate ones. Usually this meant dropping money in a box at the check-out counter at Safeway or putting some extra change in the church plate.

“Christopher’s parents are so generous to the poor, they brought him all the way from Africa!” one of the little know-it-alls in his 2nd Grade class declared as the teacher was leading discussion on Christian values one afternoon.

Automatically, the teacher said, “That’s great, Crystal.” It was inappropriate to talk to seven year olds about interracial couples and with what happened to Christopher’s father, the teacher figured that glossing over the problem would be best. For everyone.

In middle school, Christopher told kids he was adopted. Nobody questioned him. But he never really knew what to say when kids asked him what his dad did for a living. Did he work in the corporate Husky Oil building like their dads did? Was he in Calgary at the head office? Or was he away working a rig somewhere? Is that why he was never in church, even for Midnight Mass?

When Christopher started high school, suddenly the things that had set him apart from his peers were cool. Other kids were missing fathers, some oil patch-related
accidents and the occasional re-marriage after divorce, but Chris’s dad had most likely committed suicide on the highway in front of where they had built the Canadian Tire. Everyone wanted to be friends with Chris; being black—half-black (but the half didn’t mean anything in town)—was different, exotic, dangerous but still safe because Chris had gone to kindergarten with them. And all the kids walking through the halls of the high school wanted to feel like they were cool too.

Girls competed for the chance to spend Fridays and Saturdays wherever Chris was planning on being. Dads, moms, ex-boyfriends, catty girlfriends, even the priest who had an accent like Arnold Schwarzenegger, everyone noticed who Chris dated. There wasn’t really any jealousy among the gaggle of girls Chris let go. He never stayed with one long enough for them to feel especially important.

Chris appreciated his friends and he liked popularity. Being popular felt good and it seemed to calm his mother. She asked fewer questions about what his day was like, preferring to ask about one of his friends from school or hockey, or one of his girlfriends. Their names were comforting. Still, when Chris came home at night and unlocked the door to his house, kicked off his shoes in the front hall and made his way to his basement bedroom, he was sure this change had nothing to do with the town accepting him into the fold. It was something else. Like a rare stamp being added to a collection.

Chris’s mom was at work, so he didn’t think twice about turning his stereo system up loud so late. He sang along as he stripped off his oversized jeans and threw his Oilers jersey into a corner. No one, none of his friends from school or their younger siblings who gossiped to their friends that Christopher Brant played PlayStation at their house last
night, would believe Chris if he told them that his favourite album wasn’t hip hop, rap, or even rock, but something by Michael Bublé.
Puppy Love and the Egotist

The bell signaling the end of the lunch period had rung and most of the Grade 12 students filed into Christian Ethics class. Poppy sat with her back held straight in the second row. She was chatting with a girlfriend, laughing at something her friend had said, but she was facing the front of the room, even though the teacher was still hovering over her desk waiting for stragglers.

Chuck slipped in through the door and took a seat at the back of the room. He didn’t have a backpack, a textbook or a pen. But he was there. Almost on time, too.

His sister didn’t turn around. She stiffened in her chair. On a normal day Bill would make his way up to the desk next to Poppy’s, sit next to her while the teacher tried to engage the students in a discussion about the Israelites, early Christian history, or her favourite topic, miracles. Poppy reached out to brush old eraser crumbs from Bill’s desk.

By sixth period, Poppy walked up to her brother’s biology classroom and politely interrupted the teacher mid-thought. He was young, fresh out of his university degree and the rumours around the hallways said that he hung out at the only nightclub in town and he regularly bought drinks for the high school girls the night they turned eighteen.

“I need to talk with my brother,” she said. She added a smile she didn’t feel like giving but figured would help to sweeten Chuck’s teacher’s mood.

Chuck nodded at his teacher, who stood in the doorway watching them, as Chuck approached Poppy. “Would you leave me alone? This guy doesn’t like me much,” Chuck said under his breath. “I haven’t seen him. Not since lunch. He wasn’t feeling one hundred percent and took an opportunity to lay in front of the TV for the afternoon.”
“Oh,” Poppy said.

Poppy was turning on her cell phone before she made it to the exit. She drove to work with her phone tucked between her knees so she could feel it ring over her car stereo’s bass. Her phone usually stayed in the backroom during her shift. At work, Poppy got covered in flour and pizza sauce and that kind of stuff gummed up the keys. But today she kept her phone in her apron pocket, waiting for him to call and maybe tell her that he was doing alright, had watched a Discovery program about sharks.

With telltale shadows under her eyes, Poppy made it to homeroom just as the bell rang. Chuck was already in his seat. The teacher, a plump married woman who sang terribly off-key but with vigor in church, stood at the front of the room. Her hands were tucked into the pockets of her blazer. Bill wasn’t in his chair.

“I have some news. Settle down,” she said more firmly than usual when the early morning chatter did not subside. “Our classmate Bill is away today.”

Chuck stopped trying to spin his pencil from finger to finger. Poppy turned and stared at Chuck as if whatever was about to happen was Chuck’s fault because he had lunch with Bill yesterday before Bill started feeling sick.

“He’s in the hospital. And will be for the rest of the week. For observation. His mother thought that you all should know.”

“What’s wrong with him?”

“Well, that’s up to Bill to say, if he wants to, when he returns, Charles.” She let her announcement sit in the room for a half-minute before instructing the class to pull out their agendas.
As the afternoon bell rang telling the students that their lunch period had concluded for another day, Chuck came running down the hallway. “Shit, Poppy,” he hollered. Several students and a teacher turned to stare.

“Language, Lansing.”

“Shit!” Chuck said. “Shit.” He rubbed his face nervously, turned around and attacked the wall of lockers with his fists. The teacher and students watched quietly. When Chuck got up close to his sister, he pulled at her sleeve. “I made him sick.”

“How?” Poppy crossed her arms over her chest.

“I made him order… Too much. Two animal burgers, a fucking milkshake and fries with mayo.” Chuck looked at her, realizing that he hadn’t really given his sister enough information. “He’s got diabetes.”

“He’s okay?” she asked, her voice a little detached.

“He’s fine. His parents won’t let him have his phone. He needs his rest,” Chuck said in a voice that mocked Bill’s mother’s faint British accent.

“Oh. That’s okay.”

“You’re not listening.” His voice rose, but he settled down when it looked as if the teacher in the hallway was about to intervene. “It’s all my fault.”

Before Poppy could tell her brother how dumb he really was, their Christian Ethics teacher poked her head out into the hallway and said, “Jesus is waiting!”

“You would like it if you were cancerous, wouldn’t you Chuck? Then you could blame yourself for everything and not have to concern yourself with reality. It’s so much easier if you’re the fuck up, isn’t it?” Poppy yelled at her brother as she walked through the doorway.
Chuck made to follow her, but his Christian Ethics teacher stopped him. “Maybe it would be wise to take the day off, Charles.”

She wasn’t giving him an option. Chuck decided to meet his cousin at the Holiday Inn for a drink after all. He would make it up to Bill as soon as Bill was feeling up to it.
After School

The construction site beside the Catholic high school was not fenced off and students who lived in the older houses beyond the broken ground often walked through the site after school. Plastic watermain tubes the colour of glacier run-off water and segments of immense concrete pipeline which were to be buried underground were lined up along a newly paved street. After school, after family dinners, after punching out of the after school job, Lillian and her friends would pile into cars wearing their chunky-knit sweaters, bought en masse during a sale at the mall. They might stop for take-out coffee with low-calorie sweeteners before they drove to the construction site.

The girls climbed into one of the concrete tubes and sat down with their coffees in hand for another exciting Friday night. They giggled and sipped at the coffee that they didn’t really like but figured made them seem more grown up than hot chocolate or a can of pop. They complained about the weather starting to turn. They fell silent. Lillian checked her cell phone. It was quarter after nine.

“What should we do?”

“No clue.”

“It’s always the same thing—” Lillian said.

“There’s that party?”


“We won’t be drinking, Lillian.”

“Obviously,” Jenna echoed the sentiment.
“Lillian, it’s just something to do.”

Outvoted, Lillian considered going straight home. But since she was driving, it would have caused all kinds of unnecessary drama. None of the girls would have said they were mad—they were too grown up for that kind of nonsense—but there would have been arms firmly crossed and dark silences while they pretended to listen to every word of the commercials on the radio.

Lillian drove out of town, following the highway toward Saskatoon. Just past the lights at the Husky upgrader, Lillian turned left onto a side road that soon turned to gravel. She slowed down, saying something about bald tires and dirt that hadn’t been packed down in while. She watched the speedometer falling and felt better.

From the backseat, “It’s further down. Off the road, past the field.”

Lillian could smell the bonfire before she saw the cars parked in the pasture next to the trees on someone’s Dad’s farm. She parked next to a pick-up she didn’t recognize. The girls climbed out of the car and began migrating towards the sounds of the party.

Lillian stuck close to her friends with an arm tucked into the crook of the closest elbow. She wanted to find someone she knew, someone who wasn’t too drunk and might just want to talk, calmly, about something like school or the weather. The first person she recognized was her brother, a can in one hand, a cigarette in the other. Cory standing next to him.

She turned away, pulled her arm from the safety of a friend’s and began to walk, in slow, measured steps back to her car. She would wait there, clean the dust off the dashboard with her fingers in the moonlight.
His voice came from behind her, but it was close. “Lillian! Your brother says you never come out.”

“Yeah,” she said. Turned to face Cory. “I would much rather be somewhere else.”

Cory laughed. “Why did you come? I mean, why do something you clearly, really, definitely don’t want to be doing?”

“Peer pressure,” she said and Cory smiled. “That and you know…”

“Yeah,” he said, but the tone of his voice said that he didn’t really know. He was busy playing his part humouring a pretty girl at a party in the bush.

“There’s nothing else to do.”
The Last Flight Before the Storm

Mike left the glossy vacation inserts found in the newspaper on his wife’s bedside table. He had dog-eared the corners of a few packages to sun destinations with yoga studios looking out over the ocean. Bamboo huts shielding smiling patrons from the sun, smoothie and juice bars to refresh them afterwards. He let news of his co-workers’ upcoming holidays slip into conversations during dinner or at the supermarket. Barb would nod as she tried to listen to the softly playing radio or to the voice overhead announcing spills in the next aisle.

Mike left a blank vacation request form on the kitchen counter next to his wife’s coffee machine for three weeks. Every day she cleaned and replaced the filter, exchanged one coffee mug for another. It was as if his wife hadn’t seen the form sitting there. But Mike had found a coffee-stain fingerprint on the left hand corner.

He circled a week on the family-sized calendar with the pen that had been clipped onto it ever since the day Poppy complained in a violent teenage rage that she could “never find a pen in this house.” The pen was still there even though Mike and Barb knew very well where other pens were kept. Mike picked up the phone and called the travel agency in the mall. He booked two tickets for a week in a fancy resort hotel with a room looking out over the Caribbean Sea. The agent didn’t have to work hard to convince Mike to upgrade to the couples package.

It was no secret that Mike had booked the holiday. He left the credit card statement stacked on top of his wife’s Sudoku book; he wrote the flight information on the calendar in his neatest handwriting; he started packing, gathering his little-used swim
trunks and a bottle of expired sun-cream from the medicine cabinet and laying them out on their bed. She had to move the items from the bed to the floor before she could go to sleep at night.

The day before their flight was scheduled to take off, the weatherman was predicting a storm. Heavy snow, poor driving conditions, dangerously low wind chill, the kind of weather that Mike was used to witnessing from the comfort of his living room. Flights were being cancelled, but Mike finished packing and carried his suitcase out to the car. He turned the key to let the engine warm up while he went back into the house to advise his wife of their imminent departure.

“We had better get going, if we want to outrun this storm.” Mike stood in the hallway, the wet snow heavy on his shoulders.

Barb was sitting at the kitchen table, sorting through next week’s flyers.

“Did you hear me?”

“I’m not sure you’ve been hearing me, Mike.”

“There’s a storm coming.”

“I know.”

“Okay,” he said. Mike stomped his winter boots on the mat, thankful that he wouldn’t have to wear them much longer.
Parole Dreams

Chuck had been busying himself dealing with the things in his head for most of the first year. Simmering in his cell, steadily evaporating. Slowly, he became bored with it. He started to consider what his days would be like after this was over. Life after Chuck was done serving the time that the courts deemed long enough to atone for his part in an idealistic, youthful, wispy-haired boy’s death. No matter how he tried, Chuck could not envision a life that didn’t include Bill.

News had come that Chuck’s cellmate, Rikki, had been granted parole after three years living in a six by eight foot room. He had been a young man who didn’t know any better and found that making money was easier if he did it by stealing flat screen TVs or Kitchen Aid stand mixers rather than through a conventional job. But Rikki was walking out with a few hundred dollars and a certificate in Animal Husbandry. He could get a job on a farm somewhere. Maybe his ex-wife would take him back and Rikki could escort his daughters to school before he drove out to the dairy farm and began working with dappled cows. Maybe he could buy his ex-wife a Kitchen Aid stand mixer at a department store.

Chuck had never wanted kids of his own. He was more likely to pass off a diapered cousin to his father or sister and pick up one of his uncles’ unwatched beers. On his release, Chuck would be too old to start a family, even if he could convince a good woman to marry him, mate and incubate his child. Then show him how to parent it. She’d have to be the kind who might possibly make up for his deficiencies as a person. She’d have to be younger than him, so that she would be alive to see the kid through
university. Chuck paced around the perimeter of the exercise yard. The best he could hope for was to be released and find a job where he could make enough money for a woman with kids already partly grown to be attracted to his stability.

The oil sands might hire him. They did background checks on the men that worked on the rigs, but only so they knew what they were dealing with, not so they could weed out men who had done time for falling on the wrong side of the law. Chuck could make handfuls of money working long, dirty hours.

Or Chuck could go the way Rikki had. Rikki had told him that the government axed the program to educate federal prisoners a long time ago. Too costly. Too soft and liberal. Too many angry citizens being interviewed on television about toughening up prison sentences, eliminating indulgences, punishing convicted criminals properly. But if you had a little money from family, a kind, doting uncle, you could pay for it yourself, like Rikki had. Chuck would have to apply and be accepted on his own merit.

Rikki had promised to come and visit Chuck on occasion, to keep him in the loop on the goings-on outside. While that sounded like it might be welcome, seeing someone Chuck knew, in all probability, Chuck supposed it would never happen.

When they let Chuck out, he wouldn’t be coming back.
Long-term Parking

Mike left his truck in long-term parking. He abandoned his parka in the backseat of his cab and walked with his shoulders straight into the storm battering Saskatoon. Planes were still taking off. Mike could see their headlights bisecting the snow as he made his way to the terminal along an unplowed walkway in a pair of shoes better suited for a walk in the park.

Mike’s plane waited on the runway for hours as the de-icer made its rounds. Other passengers were complaining about the delay, but Mike had his eyes closed. With the air vents pumping out a steady stream of hot air, it was as if he was already getting closer to the centre of the world.

At the hotel, Mike approached the tan, dark-haired receptionist, cleared his throat of the leftover Canadian air and upgraded his couples hotel package for a nicer room, a premium mattress and a panoramic view of the ocean from the bathroom. The bed was as wide as it was long and the mattress reminded Mike of a marshmallow. He peeled back the sheets to study the construction of the mattress top and found it not lacking. It was still white, despite the numerous bodies that had slept on it, that had romped on it. The receptionist with the dark hair had told Mike this room was one of their top sellers with the German tourist set.

Mike hoped the German tourists slept better than he did on the marshmallow mattress. He rose earlier than he would have at home, hoping a shower would ease the pain in his back. At eight a.m., he decided to go to the beach. After only a few hours, Mike was burnt so badly, his skin felt as if it were shrinking at an alarming rate. There
was a corresponding tightening of the muscles in his chest as Mike thought about skin cancer and the four-hour wait to get a chance to try out one of the motorized water scooters advertised in the brochure. A boy of about sixteen kicked up the sand as he weaved through the plastic sun-chairs peddling weak, rum-based, fluorescent coloured drinks on a tight schedule. Mike thought that the boy kept better time than a clock and that the orange button-down hotel shirt, too loose on the boy, was gaudy.

Relinquishing his seat in the sun, Mike walked out onto the strip of shops, restaurants and Starbucks extending as far as he could see between the resorts and length of the ocean. It was time for lunch, but Mike didn’t want to eat at the five-star Japanese restaurant conveniently located in the lobby of his hotel or the poolside American Bar and Grill. He wanted to taste Mexico, to eat food fried along with a handful of habaneros, to smell the char on corn tortillas like the kind he had seen on a Mayan PBS special.

So he walked past the upscale boutiques selling swimming suits adorned with crystals and American chain restaurants’ neon signs. As he wandered further down the strip, the resort hotels became smaller, and the white and yellow coloured buildings were in need of a pressure washing to peel away the silt clinging to their walls. Several taxi drivers stopped to ask if Mike was lost, wandering so far away from the resorts. Mike waved them away.

For a while there was nothing but shrubs lining the road and when the shrubs cleared, a dirt path leading down to a public beach, announced only by a sign. Playa Caracol. A city bus ambled past Mike, leaving the smell of diesel in the air. There had been an orange-uniformed woman leaning against the window, a few other hotel
uniforms visible as the bus passed Mike on the shoulder. *Playa Tortuga. Playa Langosta.* Then *Playa Linda.* If it weren’t for the sharp hunger pain in his stomach rivaling the pain of the sunburn, Mike would have wandered down one of the paths to examine the beaches where a Mexican family might come for the day. Where two kids might play in the froth of the salted water. Running along the length of the beach, trying to rub handfuls of sand in each other’s hair. A boy and his little sister. When the next bus passed Mike, he flagged it down.

Two weeks after Mike’s scheduled return, a Saskatoon Airport Authority parking official billed Mike Lansing’s credit card for the extended stay, found that the card had been cancelled. Sighing, the parking official, reeling from a bad hangover, helped himself to the winter coat before he contacted a tow truck. Collateral damage.
Right Behind You

Poppy could probably cross the border into Mexico, slip across into some sleepy border town and not be missed or noticed by either country. But she would never get into America overland and there would be no flying until her official documents were kosher. Getting a passport replaced in a foreign country was among the list of things that Poppy never really wanted to experience in her life, falling somewhere between suffering on prom night from the pain of a really nasty hangnail and being in love with a dead high school boy.

Not that Poppy had been thinking about going back yet, but now she was. Poppy opened the door and stepped out onto the street. Was there a black market for Canadian passports willing to take payment by overdrawn credit card? She supposed that was as unlikely as her passport thief tracking her down to return it, asking her to lunch to repay any emotional hardship caused.

She glanced down the street looking for signs of the dog. He might be lying with his head between his paws in the recessed doorway of a shop, or standing perfectly still mid-street, ears perky, tail drooping to the ground. Even if Poppy couldn’t spot him, she was sure he was there just off beyond the things she could see. In her mind, she saw his rib bones strain against wisps of blonde fur.

Walking down the street in the direction of the water, Poppy heard the click of the dog’s nails on the cobblestones. If she turned around, he would stop, hesitating a few meters behind her. He never got close enough for her to reach out and touch him. Whenever she left her little apartment to wander through the city, listlessly trying to
decide if she should pack and make her way to the bus station, Poppy had the feeling that if she turned around very quickly, she would be able to see something that she could not put into words. But when she turned around, it was always just the big-eared dog.

“You should not feed them,” the street vendor told her, the day she ordered three pieces of fried chicken. Poppy threw two of the breaded pieces of meat out into the street almost as soon as the vendor took them from under the orange glow of a heat lamp.

“¡Basta! Why do you feed him?”

The bus station was on the other side of town. Poppy had a strong inclination to turn around. Change directions, head towards the terminal. Catch purpose with her hands and swallow it whole. Poppy wanted to absorb it like the paper towels her mother touted whenever her husband, son or one of the rotating dinner guests knocked a glass with their elbow. But if Poppy turned around too quickly, the feeling that had set in told her she would never come back here. She might never go anywhere again.

She roamed along the river heading north. She stopped at an empty tourist lookout where she could observe local families swimming in the shallows, pulling fishing boats onto the sand. One of the kids standing knee-deep in the water saw her watching and mimed for Poppy to take photographs of him. He jumped up and down saying, “Photo, photo!” The rest of the family turned to stare at Poppy.

It was time to leave. Poppy turned around and catching sight of someone she had left behind her, inhaled sharply.

“Hello,” Juan-Aarón said. “How are you?” At her silence, he continued, “I was holding your passport for you for safekeeping. You forgot to ask for it when you left.”
Poppy looked away from Juan-Aarón to see if the dog was still nearby. He was tucked against the stone wall dividing the walkway from the beach below. The local boy had stopped yelling for his picture to be taken. It was very quiet.

“You did not say goodbye. I purchased two tickets for the ocean. Expensive bottles of water you liked. What did I do wrong?” The dog began whimpering.

“Could I have it back? Now. Please,” Poppy said. She kept her arms firmly at her sides.

Juan-Aarón looked so sad.

“I was following… Remember I told you about that…ghost. I was following him.”

“Oh. Okay,” Juan-Aarón said. “That makes sense. Um, do you see him now?” He held the passport out to Poppy.

She took it. “No.”

“Okay then. I, well, wanted to say farewell to you. It has been interesting.”

Poppy watched him walk away, feeling as if she had been dumped. “Come on, dog.” There was no need to look to see if he was following her.
Holes in the Drywall

Frank came over to the house every day after he was done work. Sometimes he might not come over until well after ten, sometimes he could be found applying a fresh coat of stain to the deck before Barb got out of bed. Since Mike had left for his mid-winter vacation, Frank had been there every step of the way, dropping by to eat leftovers and to reassure Barb between bites that in all likelihood, Mike was probably not having an affair. It was just a vacation.

When Barb got the call that Mike’s pick-up was going to be towed from the airport in Saskatoon, it was Frank who paid for the gas to go out and hook up his best friend’s truck and bring it home.

“I could go back to the beauty counter. They would only pay minimum wage, but at least it would be something.”

Frank nodded noncommittally.

“I had to cancel the cable last week, Frank!”

Barb was one of the few people Frank knew who didn’t schedule her evenings around prime time. She finally ordered cable in the late nineties as a Christmas gift for the kids. Frank took that into consideration before he spoke, using the tone he reserved for strange dogs chained up in the back of pick-up trucks he had been sent to tow,

“You’re going to have to sell the house.”

She refilled her coffee mug, laughing awkwardly. “Do you know, Frank? How low I’ve gone? Last week, I checked to see what I would have to do to cash in his life insurance policy.” Returning to join Frank at the table, she laughed louder. “Seven
years. I have to wait seven years before I can claim the money to pay the mortgage. All because I can’t prove that he’s dead.”

“I don’t believe he’s dead.”

“If I thought he were dead, I would never have bothered canceling the cable. Poppy used to like watching the specialty movie channels.”

They fell quiet and Frank sipped his coffee. His cell phone rang and he went to press the ignore button, but Barb answered it for him. “Sure, he’ll be right over.” She pushed the phone across the table. “Accident just past the old BINGO hall.”

Barb didn’t call Frank for over a week. She snubbed him in the Safeway, pushing her cart right past his without more than a nod of acknowledgement. He figured she needed some thinking space after he suggested she sell. Maybe he should have started with the idea of subletting.

But on Sunday, the phone rang. “Would you help me get the house in shape,” Barb asked. “I’ve already talked to Helen Smith’s sister at RE/MAX.”

Frank showed up with his toolbox and began to turn the Lansing’s family home into something that Barb could sell. He helped tear up the carpet in Chuck’s old room, fixed leaky faucets and greased the track the garage door sat on. When it looked like the house was finally ready for a showing, on a last whim, Frank lifted a family portrait from the wall, for a perfunctory dusting. A large hole was hidden behind the framed picture.

“Barb? You have any other holes in the drywall you want me to patch up? ‘Cause it would be easier if you just tell me where they are.”

She emerged from the master bedroom, “Actually, no. I don’t.”

“You sure about that? This is an easy fix. A few layers of putty, sanding—”
“Nobody gets a perfect house. I didn’t get a perfect house.”

Frank wasn’t quite sure how to respond. He carried the frame to the sink, wiped it down with a dishcloth and returned the picture to its place on the wall.

“When you leave,” she asked, lugging a box out of the bedroom, “would you take this?”

“Of course. Yeah.”

“Thanks for helping with—you know—the house.”

“It’s… You’re welcome.”

When Frank was ready to leave, he gathered his tools and sat down on the steps in the entranceway to lace up his boots. He didn’t peer into the open box until he was carrying it outside. Frank was now the proud owner of a couple dozen bottles of unopened wine, the kind the Lansings served at Sunday dinners, and the contents of the male side of a medicine cabinet.
Those Is Fighting Words

Christopher sat with his legs dangling off the stretcher. The curtain had been pulled around the bed for privacy. Sergeant W. Leroy had one foot on the seat of an old swivel chair. He used his knee as a makeshift table and was taking notes when Erin ripped open the curtain.

“Who the hell did this to you?"

Chris took his hand away from the bandages covering his nose. “Bikers.”

“Your son,” Leroy said, “got into a fistfight in the bar off of the Yellowhead on the Saskatchewan side.”

“My son was in a bar?” she asked, without waiting for a reply. “My son was in a bar. Christopher, you were in a bar? You’re fifteen, Christopher. Fifteen!” Erin stepped inside the half-open curtain, pulled it closed behind her and moved to sit next to her son.

“Are you…okay?”

“I busted my nose.”

“They told me that. I mean, are you okay?”

“Yeah,” Chris said.

“So what happened?” Erin asked, looking from her son to Leroy. “Do you have the people who did this in custody?” Erin ran her fingers through her son’s tightly braided hair.

“Yes, but once Christopher is released, I’m going to have to take him down to the station for follow up.”
Christopher kicked the stretcher, dislodging his mother’s hand. “He called me a… You know.”

“He did what?” Erin asked. “Oh Chris. I’m sorry.”

“The worst was he asked me which one of the town whores was my mother.” Christopher fell silent, looked down at his shoes, which were stained with blood. “So I hit him,” Chris said with renewed vigor. “And then he hit me.”

“The owner called the cops when your boy when down,” Leroy said.

Erin sighed. “Let me see if we can get him out of here.”

The next day, a little before noon, when Christopher wandered up the stairs, he saw Erin sitting at the kitchen table typing on his laptop. She didn’t ask him why he had skipped school today; she hadn’t woken him either, as she lay in bed watching the neon lights of her alarm clock.

“Do you want some breakfast?”

“Just juice.” Christopher opened the fridge and pulled out the juice carton. His cell phone lit up. Quickly, Chris pressed the ignore button, sending the call to voicemail.

Before her son could join her at the table, Erin announced, “I’m looking for a new job. In Saskatoon.”

“I think that’s a good idea.”

“I was saving up to buy you a car for your birthday, but I think I’ve changed my mind.”

“That’s okay.”

Erin reached for the extra glass her son had carried with him to the table. She helped herself to some orange juice. “Why did you pick that bar?”
Chris smiled. “You’re not letting this go, are you?”

“Nope.” Erin was smiling too.

“We heard we probably wouldn’t get I.D.’d.”

Erin snorted. “That’s because you picked the seediest bar in town. Now get dressed, I’m taking you to school. You’ll be just in time for Christian Ethics.”

Downstairs in his room, Christopher dialed his voicemail. Thirty-six new messages, the computerized voice said. Chris was more popular than ever.
Allegiances

Lillian leaned out of the take-out window. The sweet smell of her brother’s favourite indulgence stung her nose. “I can’t.”

“Won’t is the word you were looking for,” Lillian’s brother said, slumped down in his car’s bucket seat. Cory was next to him, his eyes hidden under a baseball cap.

“Fine, I won’t give you free coffee or free sandwiches. Not even day-old donuts.”

“Why not Lillian? I’m family,” her brother taunted. “Moral objections? Scared your boss, the big man upstairs, or Daddy is watching?”

Lillian said exactly what she was thinking, without censoring herself, “Because you deal drugs. I don’t associate with drug dealers. Even if they are related to me.”

Lillian’s brother cracked up. It was deep laughter, coming straight from the gut, the kind where it’s possible for a little urine to escape in the process. “Do you know how crazy you are?” he managed to get out between fits.

Cory watched Lillian covertly from under his hat, feeling bad for her.

When Lillian’s brother sobered up, he said, “Everyone… everyone who smokes is dealing, aren’t they, Lily? You’re so naïve, eager to listen to what everyone says. Can’t think with your own pretty head.” Lillian’s brother revved his engine. “Why don’t you—”

Lillian didn’t hear her brother’s parting shot. His tires squealed, burning rubber.

Closing the take-out window, she began rearranging things on the counter; she moved a nearly empty coffee pot from one percolator to another, turning off the one closest to the drive-through window, wiped the counter down with a yellowing J-cloth and was
considering how many boxes of cups to bring up from the storage room, feeling almost proud when Cory walked into the empty store.

“\textit{I would really like a coffee,}” Cory said. “I\’m even willing to pay for it. I want to pay for it.”

\textit{\textquotedblleft For one of my brother’s friends, that’s unusual. A regular coffee?	extquotedblright}

\textit{\textquotedblleft What would it take to get a job here?	extquotedblright}

\textit{\textquotedblleft An application. Not coming in here high. That would help.	extquotedblright}

\textit{\textquotedblleft I didn’t—\textquotedblright}

Lillian smiled sharply and Cory stopped in mid-sentence. She held up the regular sized coffee cup.

Cory nodded. “I didn’t smoke it. I was just in the car.”

\textit{\textquotedblleft Coffee. A dollar thirty-eight.	extquotedblright} She placed it on the counter in front of herself, instead of pushing it across to the patron like the training video had instructed her to.

He pulled out a twenty out of the pocket of his jeans. “Hey Lillian, what are you doing Saturday?”

When she took the bill from his hand, he touched her palm with his thumb.

\textit{\textquotedblleft Nothing.	extquotedblright} She shrugged. “Maybe working if they need a shift covered.” Crossed her arms tightly over her breasts. “\textit{Homework.}” Uncrossed them. “I’ll get your change.”

\textit{\textquotedblleft Would you rather have dinner with me? At my dad’s girlfriend’s place?	extquotedblright}

Lillian fought to keep her eyebrows neutral. “Isn’t that the night you usually hang with my brother and his friends playing cards in my basement? You know, drinking beer.”

\textit{\textquotedblleft You forgot the PlayStation.	extquotedblright}
She laughed and a car in the parking lot hit its horn twice. Long and sharp, like when Lillian’s brother used to have to drive her to ballet before she finally secured her learner’s permit.

“It’s my birthday.”

She handed him back his twenty. “Okay.”

The horn again.

“I want to make some changes. Can I start by calling you Lily?”

“If you want.”

At dinner on Saturday, three of them sat around the kitchen table waiting for the phone to ring. They had eaten pizza off of napkins so that nobody would have to do the dishes. Although they weren’t supposed to eat pizza at all. It was a last minute substitution for a home cooked meal. A birthday could not trump a company emergency in Fort McMurray.

“Room for cake?” Cory’s dad’s girlfriend asked, breaking the silence. She threw her long braid over her shoulder, out of the way. “I picked it up at the Safeway. The best looking one. With real sugary icing.”

“No. Thanks,” Cory said. “Lily, do you want to come out to the barn and see the car I’ve been working on?”

Outside in the chill of the evening, Cory led Lily around the barn, showing her the car, where he’d sanded away rust, parts of the engine laid out on strips of cardboard. Sitting on old bales of hay, they talked about what colour Cory should paint the car. Cory heard the phone ring, he heard his dad’s girlfriend call out the front door, but he
made his first adult decision and stayed outside with a pretty girl who had her head
screwed on right and a car that could one day hold its own in town.
Artist’s Statement

Some (Not-So-Brief) Words On Flash Fiction

By Jenny Lee Ferguson

“I was experimenting with riffing on the beat poets and Gertrude Stein, and attempting to create my very own kind of poem: the short-long poem—one that had the sensibilities and rhetoric of a classic long poem, yet was delivered in small bursts. It was meant to be the literary equivalent of the mullet.”

-Jon Paul Fiorentino

Stripmalling

“It is prose fiction of a certain length—about four pages, I guess. It should not be mistaken for an anecdote; it is highly calculated—its effects, its timing. In most cases it contains a novel.”

-Paul Theroux

quoted in Sudden Fiction

“If you don’t know the whole truth, you might as well keep whatever you have to say short.”

-Charles Baxter

“Introduction” to Sudden Fiction International

Naming Very Short Fiction

It’s hard to define very short fiction. I’ve tried. I’m still trying.

Here’s what I know: Flash fiction, postcard fiction, short-short fiction, sudden fiction, micro fiction, and from the Chinese where the form is quite popular, the minute story, pocket-sized story, palm-sized story, and smoke-long story, are a nebulous series of terms that are attached usually interchangeably to very short narratives. James Thomas and Robert Shapard, co-editors of several anthologies of very short fiction, including Flash Fiction Forward, conclude that very short fiction is, at maximum, 750 words (12).

In 1996, Thomas and Shapard defined very short fiction in Sudden Fiction (Continued) as
being less than two thousand words. Literary magazines specializing in very short fiction also have wide margins when it comes to putting limits on the form: the SmokeLong Quarterly publishes stories up to one thousand words; the Vestal Review limits the size of flashes to under five hundred words; and, there are literary journals with even more seemingly arbitrary length restrictions, such as Nano Fiction at three hundred words and the Boston Literary Magazine at two-hundred and fifty words. Writing contests challenge writers to tell a story in fifty-five words, no more, no less, including the title. It seems that when it comes to very short fiction, it’s more than just a problem of what to call it, but of how long it should be, what it should do; we even find ourselves in a realm where we question the very nature of story. The one thing editors, writers and readers of flash fiction seem to be able to agree upon is that “flash fiction is about ambiguity” (Masih 8). It seems natural then that we cannot pin it down with hard and fast definitions.

While Tara L. Masih, editor of the groundbreaking The Rose Metal Press Field Guide to Writing Flash Fiction reminds us that “labels are often so arbitrary as to be meaningless,” (xxxvii) flash fiction is the label I like best. I admit, I am attracted to the English translations of the Chinese terms (palm-sized, pocket-sized and smoke-long), because they combine an image with a sense of time or duration. But flash fiction has these same qualities with the association to flashes of lightning, as well as the association with flashes of insight. The term is also more colloquial and does not have the same negative connotations that I feel many of the other accepted terms do. Short-short, sudden or micro-fiction all have the association of being “smaller,” or somehow less than “regular” fiction and postcard fiction seems also to trivialize fiction that is shorter than
the traditional short story. Approaching very short fiction with these notions at hand would be a mistake. Flash fiction is, according to writer Nathan Leslie, “a slop-free zone” (Masih 7).

Very short fiction, whatever you chose to call it, has something in common with poetry; very short fiction may be small in size, but it “should be read like a poem” (Flash Fiction Forward 13). Writer Robert Kelly in Sudden Fiction says that very short fiction has “the energy and clarity typical of prose coincident in the scope and rhythm of the poem” (240). In very short fiction, you should find distilled story; whereas in a long novel, take the classic long novel War and Peace or Eliot’s Middlemarch, some skimming is bound to occur while reading. With flash fiction “people who like to skip can’t skip in a 3-page story” (Flash Fiction Forward 13). While I am not suggesting that the many, many words in a long novel do not add something to the story, in flash fiction, as in poetry, if you miss a word, you may miss the point entirely. Or as Shapard and Thomas put it: “We may allow an entire page of a novel to be forgettable, but we approach flash fiction as if all of it may be memorable” (Flash Fiction Forward 13).

My working definition of the flash fiction included in my project refers to short fiction, a complete story (more on that later), under one thousand words that has a clear beginning, middle and end, a setting, and some form of plot with at least one character; flash fiction, for my purposes, is not a vignette or a sketch, but a fully formed story.

What Makes a Story?

A six-word story, attributed to Ernest Hemingway by Arthur C. Clarke, is one example of very brief fiction: “For sale: baby shoes, never worn” (354). While attempting to define
flash fiction, many writers and editors have had to ask themselves, can flash fiction be
defined by length alone (as it seems that the only thing we can agree upon is flash fiction
is fiction of a certain length)? Or as Thomas and Shapard put it, “How short can a story
be and still truly be a story?” (Flash Fiction Forward 12). Or better yet, to simplify the
question to the point of making it very complicated again, what is a story?

The Hemingway story cited above implies most of the traditional elements of
story including character, narrative and plot. Hemingway’s six-word story ignores
setting, existing in a placeless vacuum. The reader does most of the work assembling
Hemingway’s selection of words into what can be loosely called a story. Flash fiction
does rely on the reader to participate actively in the meaning-making process by inferring
through textual hints; unlike in the traditional short story, all of the clues may not be on
the page, waiting for a reader to piece them together. The Hemingway story, however,
does not qualify as a complete story since it relies too heavily on implication as most of
the action, story and development of character take place in the reader’s mind. In fact,
the circumstances surrounding the sale of the baby shoes may be different for each
reader, as he or she takes the six-word seed and makes it into a story off the page. Things
we have experienced, things we have seen on TV screens, the things we can construct
using our imagination take the place of words in a “story” composed only of six.

In 2007, over twenty years after the publication of their first collection of very
short stories, Shapard and Thomas conclude that “the most satisfying works weren’t
jokes or anecdotes, nor were they sketches or narrative summaries, but complete
stories—usually a page long” (New Sudden Fiction 14). Therefore, it’s important to note
that one, complete stories do have a minimum length and two, it is somewhere around
250 words, a little less if the writer is naturally sparse. Anything less than a page and the writer will have to sacrifice elements of story at an alarming rate to maintain a potentially arbitrary word count.

If there is no strong and fast rule regarding the length of very short fiction, why then do I define flash fiction at less than one thousand words? If flashes are very short fiction, how long should a story be? There are many ways to approach this question. I suppose you could conduct a quasi-scientific study analyzing the parts of a story in order to determine which parts were truly necessary; it would be a game of numbers, reducing words to a mathematical equation, which could reveal the essence of story: a story requires three words to establish setting, ten to develop character and at minimum thirteen to create plot, or something reductive like that. Kim Chinquee, a writer and professor of creative writing makes the point quite eloquently:

> It would be easier if it were about biology, with dominant and recessive genes, each piece mapped out on a chart; but then, what would be the control? The median, the standard deviation? It begins to lean towards science, or math away from those elements that make language so affecting. (Masih 112)

Instead you could ask writers, who should, in theory, have some understanding of story. According to American writer Hortense Calisher, “Length surely has relevance, but only to the piece of work at hand. To me a story is as long as its inner dictates persuade it to be” (Sudden Fiction 250). Kenneth Bernard, an American writer and professor, puts it another way: “I believe that the story is always in the words and that by following where they lead, putting one after another, I will, first, see the story at some point and, second, know what I must do to reach an end. Sometimes the end of a story is upon me before I am ready for it, and I must be quick to recognize it and stop” (Sudden Fiction International 303). Edla Van Steen, a Brazilian writer, says that we sense the
literary genre as we write; a writer would have to try to make a short story anything but a short story, a novel anything other than a novel (Sudden Fiction International 334). All of the flash fiction stories comprising my novel are under one thousand words, but not because I was restricting myself to a strict word limit. The stories found their shape as I was writing them; more than once, I had to delete words on the screen because I had failed to recognize the natural end of the story when I reached it.

Complete stories, for me, require a beginning, a middle and an end. While I am in no way a writer who clings to tightly paced plots, without a story we are left with not only a failed narrative, but for me, failed fiction. As Chris Baldick, the author of my go-to dictionary of literary terms, defines it, “story is the abstractly conceived ‘raw material’ of events which we reconstruct from the finished arrangement of the plot: it includes events preceding and otherwise omitted from the perceived action” (244). Flash fiction must include all of the elements of successful fiction by means of, as writer Charles Johnston puts it, “compression and economy” (Sudden Fiction 233).

One of those elements, plot, is often accused of being absent in flash fiction. When very short fiction lacks a plot, or any one of the other elements of a traditional short story, it is often referred to as a vignette, a sketch or a slice-of-life. Robert Olen Butler, an American writer, addresses this concern: “It has been traditional to think that a story has to have a “plot” while a poem does not. Plot, in fact, is yearning challenged and thwarted. A short short story, in its brevity, may not have a fully developed plot, but it must have the essence of a plot, yearning” (Masih 103). In Letters for Convicts the plot can be summed up in five words: man gets letters in prison. Or three: man gets mail. It’s hardly a traditional plot, with “yearning challenged and thwarted” (103), but there is
no doubt that *Letter for Convicts* is obsessed with yearning; Chuck yearns for
punishment, personal connection and atonement.

Character development is another of the elements of fiction that flash fiction can
sometimes seem to ignore. How can a character be fully realized and undergo some sort
of change in under three pages? The answer is it can’t really be done. As with plot, it is
the repetitive challenges that a character faces and how she or he reacts to them that
allows for character development. With minimal space, a character in flash fiction
cannot be tested repeatedly. Robert Shapard questions if flashes need character
development and concludes that they do not: “Character development is a *requirement* of
the novel… [but] the best flashes achieved depth of vision and human significance
without ever wanting to be novels. Even if they used traditional elements, they arrived at
less traditional destinations” (Masih 89). In *Border Markers*, when character
development happens, it happens on the scope of the novel, and not within each flash.
Poppy develops as a character over the course of the flashes we see her in, but does not
develop in individual flashes; the same can be said for Mike, Chuck, Cory, Lillian, or
Barb. Flash fiction may have nothing to do with length and everything to do with “how
much information a story requires” (*Sudden Fiction International* 25).

**A Novel-in-Flashes**

The first metaphor I settled on to describe the structure of my novel was inspired by the
embroidery floss bracelets I made as a kid: each individual thread of the bracelet is
knotted into the whole, eventually revealing a pattern. But the more I thought about it,
the less the metaphor worked. In a floss bracelet, it is impossible to keep track of
individual threads when the design is completed. So I went a little further back into my childhood and settled on Lego (not actual Lego, but the slightly larger, primary-coloured, no-name building blocks suited for toddlers). Each flash therefore is like a piece of Lego. I’ve assembled the Legos into something new, but each flash remains whole, with its own edges defined from the larger structure.

While I’ve been struggling with metaphors to describe my project, Mark Budman, the author of *My Life at First Try*, coined a very helpful term. Budman, the publisher and editor of the *Vestal Review*, a literary journal exclusively publishing flash fiction, describes his first novel, composed of forty-eight flash fiction “chapters,” as a novel-in-flashes. While there are several published novels made up of very short chapters, or vignettes, such as Italo Calvino’s *Invisible Cities*, Sandra Cisneros’s *The House on Mango Street*, Alan Lightman’s *Einstein’s Dream*, and recently, Canadian writer Jon Paul Fiorentino’s multi-genre *Stripmalling*, Budman’s novel-in-flashes appears to be a first in the literary world. Budman’s flashes can be read independently of each other, but he has woven them together so tightly through the first person narrative and the convention of setting the time at the beginning of each flash (“It’s 1954. I am four” (3) and “It’s still 1969, and I’m still nineteen” (47)) that the individual building blocks dissolve into the larger structure of the novel. Whether that is inevitable in the process of reading a novel-in-flashes, I have yet to determine.

Flash fiction has the ability to speed time up, but also to slow time down, what Charles Baxter, American author and professor of creative writing, calls “a widening of the moment” (*Sudden Fiction International* 24). For example, *Weeping Willows* takes place in Chuck’s mind, as many of Chuck’s stories do. He reminisces on trees from his
childhood, stretching out the memory in the prison exercise yard. Years fold up into a matter of a few minutes of Chuck’s life and the reader experiences this stretching and unstretching in the time it takes to read two pages. The story of Chuck’s childhood weeping willows and his migration from that point to the prison exercise yard could fill a four hundred-page novel, but in the flash fiction form, time can be folded, compressed, stretched out, even stopped.

The novel-in-flashes also has the ability to manipulate timelines. Because it is not based on a cohesive narrative and each story is complete on its own, extreme jumps in time can occur without damaging the integrity of the novel form. In Border Markers, time moves almost erratically, jumping forwards and backwards. For example, Just Like it Should is not merely flashback; the story is set over twenty-five years in Barb’s past. When we are first introduced to Christopher in Cupcakes and Little Girls, he is in grade school; in the penultimate flash of the novel, Those Is Fighting Words, Christopher is a high school student. These breaks and jumps in time help to keep the flashes from fading into each other and becoming nothing more than very short chapters.

Australian writer and co-editor of Southerly, the nation’s oldest literary magazine, David Brooks suggests that very short stories “may just be the novel, the epic poem becoming unstuck: whatever else they have been, the great novels, the great epic poems have also been great compilations of such things (of textual tropes, gambits as much as little narrative)” (Sudden Fiction International 308). Therefore, the novel-in-flashes has something to do with other novels; it is not something entirely new. Mikhail Bakhtin’s theory of the novel insists that the novel is an ever-expanding genre. Bakhtin says, “The
novelist is drawn toward everything that is not yet complete” (924). The novel-in-flashes may be one of the next steps in the evolution of the novel.

The flash fiction “chapters” are fragments, not of a broken whole, but in the archeological sense. Gathered together, these fragments make meaning by creating a picture of a small, prairie city. Deb Olin Unferth, a writer and professor of creative writing, says: “The satisfying way to write and read shorts is to deal with bookfuls of the things. Just a handful won’t help. A successful collection of shorts creates not only a set of stories but a worldview, a philosophy of removal and absence. It becomes a reflection of the writer’s mind” (Masih 116-7). The novel-in-flashes allows the reader to experience a bookful, to build a large picture out of tiny brush dots of colour, like a pointillist painting. However, this picture is far from complete; it is missing chunks, some things can only be assumed and some are left out entirely. Somewhere between the traditional linear and the post-modernist deconstructing of narrative, Rusty Barnes, a writer and editor, suggest that “interlinked short to very-short narratives might be the beginning of that third way, or another way, at least” of telling a story (Masih 136). On the level of the novel, closure is defeated and flash fiction, unlike the traditional short story, is known for leaving the reader in deeply ambiguous places when the brief story comes to a close.

“The End,” Or the Last Words In Flash Fiction

When every word counts in a story, beginnings are difficult. There is no room to languidly move around the room describing the minutia; there is certainly no time for “weather reports” that do not hold much more significance than setting the scene. The
middle of a story is tough; there is always the chance that the writer will go on too long and find herself forcing the story to come along with her. But it’s endings in flash fiction that have to be so perfectly on target as to strike the right note, or else risk letting the rest of the story (and the reader) down.

I am an avid movie fan, although, in recent years, I have been disappointed almost every time the lights come back on in the theatre as the credits roll. Throughout the movie, I have guessed (and guessed accurately) most of the plot turns in the typical three-act structure. Films rarely surprise me as they repetitively recycle clichés. The same can be said for many novels and short stories I have read. It’s never satisfying to take a guess at what’s going to happen next in a work of art and be right about it. With flash fiction, rarely can a reader figure out what’s happening until after they have read the last words. And sometimes, not even after that, making flash fiction a rewarding and complex experience. Mark Budman says that he wants “a symbiotic relationship, a collaboration” from fiction (Masih 125). With flash fiction, the reader has to take part in putting together the story, usually, especially when it comes to the ending.

Endings in short fiction have a long history of relying on O. Henry-esque “turns” and Joycean “epiphanies.” Contemporary editors of flash fiction have moved away from the old surprise ending, where three-quarters of the word count work to create a full-turn around by the time the reader reaches the end and instead modern flash fiction relies on “smart surprises” which should be found not only at the ending, but everywhere (Masih 65). The last words in flash, however, still do something different than the final words in a novel or short story; they have to carry the reader beyond the story, giving flash a lasting quality in the reader’s mind. Flash fiction “must move palpably beyond the page,
like a ghost self. The words of the last line should create a silence, a white space in which the reader breathes. The story enters that breath and continues” (Masih 36).

My favourite flashes (novels, movies, plays and paintings too) are defined by this quality of continuing beyond the page (screen, stage or canvas). In *The Yellowhead*, the reader is left with the haunting words, “The trucking company dispatched a crisis worker to the scene” (49). The end of the story does not tell the reader exactly what happened; rather the ending leaves behind questions for the reader to grapple with: What happened? Was it an accident or intentional? Why did the trucking company dispatch a crisis worker? Who is the crisis worker meant to be comforting? Is it the driver of the truck? What did the truck driver do? What was done to the truck driver? In the end, the reader never quite knows. But these questions follow the reader beyond the scope of the five hundred-word story.

In *Just Like It Should*, the ending does not leave the reader with questions; it’s not a mystery to be solved, rather the final words allow the reader to interpret the story in multiple ways. The narrator says, “Life was just like it should be” (38). These words can be read in many different ways, sincerely or ironically, allowing the reader to determine the story’s ultimate “meaning.” Ambiguous endings in flash fiction allow the reader to participate, and to form a symbiotic relationship with the fiction, as the success of a flash depends entirely on how the reader interprets it and determines if the flash haunts the reader after the reading is done.
The Final Words

Those very short stories that I choose to call flash fiction, and others call by many other names, may possibly be impossible to define. Pamelyn Casto, a writer and editor of flash fiction, says: “Flash fiction is difficult if not impossible to define—and should be allowed to remain so—because this type of writing is protean. As with Proteus of ancient myth, it takes on various shapes and uses different strategies to achieve its goals. These shapes and strategies are too dissimilar to confine flash fiction to a too narrow or too specific definition” (Masih 24). That very lack of a solid definition may actually be what is so amazing about these compact stories.

As a writer of flash, I feel that I have gone on too long trying to theorize about my genre. Flash fiction is “the constant reminder of time and words running out” so I should cut to the centre of the issue (Masih 69). I suppose my main concern with all fiction is its ability to tell a story.

Can flash tell a story? Most definitely.
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